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Предисловие

Учебное пособие Meet the Media предназначено для студентов 1 и 2 
курса бакалавриата факультета журналистики МГУ имени Ломоносова, 
владеющих английским языком на уровне В2 по общеевропейской шкале 
(уровень, предусмотренный Единым Государственным Экзаменом). 

Пособие состоит из восьми разделов, включающих в себя материалы по 
таким темам, как «Журналистика и ее предназначение», «Телевидение», 
«Печатные СМИ в современном мире», «Расследовательская журналистика» 
и другим. В пособии уделяется внимание таким актуальным сегодня темам, 
как фейковые новости, культура «отмены», гражданская журналистика. 

Ни в коей мере не ставя перед собой задачи обучения студентов 
мастерству журналиста, составитель, тем не менее, кладет в основу  текстов, 
предложенных для изучения, сокращенные и адаптированные материалы 
таких ведущих мировых изданий, как The economist, The New-Yorker, The 
Guardian и др. Изучение языка на таком материале  позволяет студентам не 
только повысить свой уровень владения английским, но и ознакомиться с 
лучшими мировыми образцами журналистской работы. Тексты для разделов 
подбирались также с целью познакомить их с авторами, сделавшими 
блестящую карьеру в журналистике, как в прошлом (Нелли Блай), так и в 
наши дни (Мери Колвин, Опра Уинфри).

Современные «цифровые» учебники дают студентам бесценную 
возможность не только читать, но и воспринимать на слух, осваивать и 
анализировать живую речь.  Данное пособие предлагает большой объем 
упражнений, основанных на актуальных видео и аудио материалах. 

Каждый раздел пособия предлагает для повторения и освоения на новом, 
более глубоком уровне, грамматических тем, пройденных прежде. 

В корпус лексико-грамматических упражнений включены и упражнения 
на перевод/пересказ с русского языка на английский. В последние годы 
ведущие методисты вернулись, наконец, к пониманию эффективности и 
незаменимости этого вида работы. 

Большое внимание в пособии уделяется самостоятельной творческой 
работе учащихся, различной проектной деятельности, организации пресс-
конференций, дебатов и т.д. 

Предполагается, что в результате работы над пособием, учащиеся смогут 
не только повысить свой уровень владения языком, но и получить массу 
интересных сведений об истории англо-американской журналистики и ее 
современном состоянии. 

Пособие Meet the Media может быть интересно не только будущим 
журналистам, но и широкому кругу студентов гуманитарных факультетов 
вузов, преподавателям английского языка, а также всем изучающим 
английский и англо-американскую журналистику. 
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 UNIT 1
What are journalists for?

PART 1

Listening and watching

Watch the video, by Aidan White, a journalist. 
https://youtu.be/orI0uEj2Z7M

Fill in the gaps.

1. Journalism is the ga__________________, re_________________ and 
dissemination of news and in__________________________ in the public 
interest. 
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2. Journalists have been iden___________________as being people either 
who are working for a m_____________ organization, or someone who has 
been tr______________ specifically. 

3. Today, thanks to the Internet, we have got much part__________________ 
in the work of journalism by people who are not falling into these traditional 
categories.

4. It’s important to say that although the broad spectrum of those who work 
in journalism may involve people who do blog___________ , that does not 
dil________ the importance of standards and qu____________ in the work 
that is being done.

5. Many people today may not be journalists but they do com_______________ 
acts of journalism.

6. We have to ask ourselves whether these people deserve the same 
prot____________________ that are available to traditional journalists. 

• Answer the following questions:

1. What definitions of journalism does the speaker give?
2. What does Aidan White mean when he speaks about the ‘opened door’ in 

journalism?
3. Whom would you call a journalist nowadays?
4. What does it take to become a good journalist?

Discuss it…
• Do you think that journalism is a popular job among the people of 

your age?
• Has it become more or less popular recently? Why?

Exercise 1.

Look at the pictures. 
• What are the people in the pictures doing?
• What can you say about their jobs? 
• In what fields of journalism do they work? What makes you think so?
• Which field seems attractive to you? Why?
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Exercise 2.

Study the list of jobs in journalism. Use your dictionary to describe each job. 
The first one is given as an example. You may add other jobs to the list.

an anchorman/woman a broadcaster  (on a news program)  
who introduces reports by other 
broadcasters and usually reads the news

(Merriam-Webster Dictionary)

art critic

book critic/reviewer

broadcast journalist

(entertainment / fashion / 
society / sports) columnist

radio commentator 

correspondent

critic

culinary journalist

drama critic
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field reporter

film critic

foreign correspondent

investigative reporter

law reporter

literary critic

movie critic

music critic

news analyst

political analyst -  
radio or television

radio commentator
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Exercise 3.

Study the list of human qualities (in the box below). Make sure that 
you know all the words. Which qualities are necessary to be successful 
in the jobs you have just discussed?

brave   curious   compassionate   kind   inquisitive    punctual    responsible    
reckless    attentive    communicative     easygoing    friendly     refractory     

Answer the question:
What job in journalism do you prefer? 
Use the model in the box below.

I would like to work as a foreign correspondent. This job involves 
travelling, that’s why it appeals to me. It seems to me that foreign 
correspondents see many interesting places and get in touch with 
different people. My dream is to visit Africa and I would like to cover 
different aspects of life on this continent.

Exercise 4.
Translate the examples with highlighted words and give your variant of 

their translation:

• to involve 

We want to involve John in our project. He can help us!
___________________________________________________________

My new job involves living in town.
___________________________________________________________

I don’t want to involve you in any trouble.
___________________________________________________________

The accident involved many casualties. 
___________________________________________________________

It’s such an involved story! I can’t understand anything!
___________________________________________________________
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• to appeal 

The President made an appeal to the nation.
___________________________________________________________

Movies have a great appeal for him.
___________________________________________________________

Let us appeal to the facts! 
___________________________________________________________

He appealed to the public for help.
___________________________________________________________

His appealing tone seems strange to me!

• to cover

My grandmother always covered the table with a lace cloth.
___________________________________________________________

The tent covered us from the rain.
___________________________________________________________

This book covers the years of Eisenhower’s presidency.
___________________________________________________________

The reporter covered this meeting for the local newspaper.
___________________________________________________________

Ask you partner what job in journalism would he/she prefer. Why?
(Don’t forget to use the highlighted words and expressions)
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TEXT 1

The Role of Journalism

Did you read a newspaper this morning? Maybe you watched the news on 
television or heard it on the radio. These are forms of journalism. 

Journalism is the act of gathering and presenting news and information. 
The term ‘journalism’ also refers to the news and information itself. The 

news and information can be presented in many different ways, including 
articles, reports, broadcasts, or even tweets.

Journalism is a form of communication, but it’s distinct from other forms. It 
is unique because it’s a one-way message, or story, from the journalist to the 
audience. The journalist tells an objective story about something that happened 
or is happening, based on his or her observations and discoveries. This type 
of storytelling comes in many different forms, including:

• Breaking news
• Feature stories
• Investigative reports
• Editorials
• Reviews
• Blogs

Journalism’s unique storytelling comes in the form of reporting. To report 
means to convey the facts of the story. The story can be analytical or 
interpretive and still be journalism. In general, reporting comes from 
interviewing, studying, examining, documenting, assessing, and researching. 
New journalists are often taught to report on the five Ws, so you’ll notice that 
most pieces of journalism include some or all of these:

• Who was it?
• What did they do?
• Where were they?
• When did it happen?
• Why did it happen?

Journalism serves many different roles. First of all, it serves to inform the 
public. It’s an open medium. It means that its audience includes the entire 
community or public. The journalist reports the information and it becomes 
available to anyone.
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For that reason, journalism is an essential part of democratic society. The freer 
the society, the more news and information is available to the public. Citizens must be 
well-informed on issues affecting their communities, government, and everyday life. 

Journalism is based on objectivity. It means that journalists must make 
every effort to report the news and information without allowing their ideas 
to influence the stories. Journalists, like all people, have their personal and 
cultural biases. It’s not easy to avoid them.

Today’s journalism students are taught to study the evidence, check their 
sources, and validate all information. Most journalists say they’ve learned 
the art of objective reporting by working with more experienced journalists.

The main goal of journalists is to present truthful and accurate 
information. That is why they must verify information and make sure that it 
is accurate. This requires not just gathering and presenting, but assessing.

Many experts believe that accuracy is the first tenet of journalism. Journalism 
is a conveyance of facts, and is therefore non-fiction. 

One way to achieve accuracy is through transparency. Journalists are 
encouraged to give their audiences all of the information they gathered. This 
might mean gathering sources from many different sides of an issue, and 
admitting what they don’t know about a story. That way, audiences can verify 
the information for themselves.

(From https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-journalism-definition-
roles-issues.html)

Discuss these questions
1. What does the term ‘journalism’ mean?
2. What makes journalism a special form of communication?
3. What does the term report mean?
4. What makes journalism an essential part of democratic society?
5. Why is objectivity important for journalism?
6. Why is accuracy the ‘first tenet of journalism’?

Essential vocabulary. 
to present [prɪ’zent] – представлять
to refer to smth – относиться к чему-либо, ссылаться на что-либо
to broadcast – передавать по радио, телевидению; вещать, транслировать
distinct – отдельный, особый, индивидуальный, отличный
unique – уникальный
objective – объективный
observation – наблюдение 
to include – включать
to convey – передавать, выражать мысль
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analytical – аналитический
interpretive (interpretative) – объяснительный, пояснительный, 

содержащий толкование
to assess – оценивать, давать оценку
to research – исследовать
available – доступный
essential – важный, необходимый, основной
to issue – выпускать, издавать 
issue – a. проблема, b. выпуск, номер периодического издания
to affect – влиять, оказывать воздействие
to allow – разрешать, позволять
bias [‘baɪəs] – предвзятость
verification – контроль, проверка
to verify – проверять 
tenet – догмат, доктрина, принцип
transparency – прозрачность
to admit – признавать

Vocabulary Studies

Exercise 1
Match the words/phrases from the first column with the definitions 

from the second one.

Breaking 
news

a critical article about a book, play, film, etc. published  
in a newspaper or magazine.

Feature story a website containing writers’ own experiences, observations, 
opinions, etc., and often having images and links to other 
websites.

Editorial a form of journalism in which reporters investigate a single 
topic of interest, such as serious crimes, political corruption  
or corporate wrongdoing.

Investigative 
report

a newspaper or magazine article or report of a person  
or event often having a personal slant and written  
in an individual style.
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Review new information about an event that is currently occurring or 
developing.

Blog an article in a newspaper or other periodical present-
ing the opinion of the publisher, writer or editor

Exercise 2
Use a suitable suffix to change the word in brackets.

A. (Journal)_____________(1) is one of the most popular professions among 
the young people. They are interested in gathering (inform)____________(2).

B. Journalists inform the (govern)_______________(3) about the situation 
in the country. That’s why (objective) ____________________(4) is very 
important for every journalist.

C. (Verify)_____________________(5) of information is very important 
nowadays. Editors pay much attention to the (accurate)___________________
(6). They are sure that it’s the first tenet of journalism.

D. (Transparent)_____________(7) is very important for every big company.
E. One should remember that journalism is a (convey)_________________

(8) of facts.

Exercise 3
Fill in the gaps with the suitable words from the box. Put the words 

from the box into correct grammar form.

event    objective    avoid   well-informed    bias   present   cover    affect 

Anna works in a small newspaper. The paper _____________(1) information 
about local ___________(2). Anna believes that her work is very important. 
She is sure that people must be _______________(3) on ______________(4) 
that ______________the life of the local community. Anna ______________
(5) different topics. It’s not easy to be ______________ (6) when you write 
about the people you know and love, but Anna does her best to ____________ 
(7) her personal ____________(8).

Exercise 4
Translate the following sentences into Russian. Use your dictionary if 

necessary. Make your own examples with the verb to occur and its derivatives. 

1. When exactly did the incident occur?
___________________________________________________________
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2. This disease occurs in tropical climates.
___________________________________________________________

3. Has it ever occurred to you that such things offend people?
___________________________________________________________

4. It suddenly occurred to me that Jim was wrong!
___________________________________________________________

5. An interesting idea occurred to him when he was writing this article.
___________________________________________________________

6. What a strange occurrence! I don’t know what to do!
___________________________________________________________

7. Laughter was a rare occurrence in his classroom.
___________________________________________________________

Exercise 5
Translate into English

1. Этот термин относится к области международных отношений. 
2. Такая информация может быть представлена различными способами. 
3. Эта форма коммуникации отличается от остальных потому, что она 

является односторонней. 
4. Я хотел бы, чтобы меня информировали о тех вещах, которые влияют 

на жизнь моего города. 
5. Следует писать статьи на эту тему только если ты можешь 

предоставить точную и проверенную информацию. 
6. Не думаю, что его мнение по этому поводу было непредвзятым. 
7. Очень важно было передать всю информацию о случившемся.
8. Я должен проверить все факты. Этот источник новостей не вызывает 

у меня доверия. 
9. Для таких компаний как эта необходима полная прозрачность. 
10. Мы освещаем политические события. Джон, например, пишет 

аналитические статьи о Китае. 
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PART 2

Let’s talk about history

1. Watch the video https://youtu.be/GcG--24DsrM and fill in the gaps in 
the following sentences

1. When it comes to the history of journalism, everything starts with the 
invention of __ _____________________ by Johannes Guttenberg in 
the ______ century.

2. It was not until the _______century that the first newspapers were 
distributed in Europe. 

3. The first regularly published paper came out  ________a week in 
___________, as did the first daily, The Daily C___________.

4. The first newspaper in American colonies, Benjamin Harris’s Publick 
Occurrences Both Forreign and Domestick, was published in _________, 
but it was immediately _________ down for not having a required license. 

5. Many papers of that time were not ______________or neutral in tone. 
6. An important case in the history of American journalism is that of John 

Peter Zenger. In ________, Zenger, who was the publisher of The New 
York Weekly Journal was arrested and put on trial.

7. A statement, even if negative, cannot be libelous if it’s _________.
8. This landmark case helped establish the foundation of a free press in the 

early years of the nation. 
9. In _______ Benjamin Day opened The New York Sun and created what’s 

called ‘the penny press’, cheap papers filled with the _____________ 
content. 

10. The civil war era brought technical advances like ______________ to the 
Nation’s great papers. 

11. Telegraph enabled civil war correspondents to ___________ stories back 
to their newspapers home offices with unprecedented speed. 

12. The AP started as a cooperative venture between several large newspapers 
wanting to _________news that arrived by telegraph from Europe. 

13. Pulitzer and Hurst ______________the sensationalistic kind of journalism, 
designed to lure as many readers as possible. 

14. Journalists investigated ___________, especially in big business, social 
institutions and politics. It was the beginning of ______________
journalism.

15. With the advent of radio, television and then the Internet, newspapers’ 
___________ underwent a slow but steady ___________,

16. Two reporters made a series of _______________articles about corruption 
in the Nixon’s White House.
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17. Although the quality of print journalism remains high, it’s clear that 
newspapers as an industry must find a _______________ in order to 
survive in the 21century. 

2. List the main landmarks in the history of journalism, mentioned 
in the video. Name at least 5 points. Which one seems the most significant 
to you? Why?

3. Listen and watch again. In what context were the following 
persons mentioned on the video?

1. Johannes Guttenberg
2. Benjamin Harris
3. John Peter Zenger 
4. Andrew Hamilton
5. Benjamin Day
6. George Jones and Henry Raymond 
7. William Randolph Hurst and Joseph Pulitzer
8. Bod Woodward and Carl Bernstein    

TEXT 2

Journalism Today

How many times have you heard the expression ‘print is dead’? Newspapers 
today are in constant competition with the internet. Throughout the 20th 
century, the newspaper changed with new technology. It was able to print 
more, use color, and include photography. All of these were positive changes; 
however, the internet is creating a new challenge for newspapers.

The advertisers, who were so important during the 20th century, no longer 
want to advertise in the newspapers. They can receive much more traffic by 
advertising on a web page. People no longer buy newspapers. They use the 
internet for their news. Many newspapers now are including an online edition, 
and some solely online newspapers have become very successful. As the 21st 
century continues, we will surely see more online growth!

Essential vocabulary
1. constant – постоянный
2. competition – соревнование, конкуренция
3. challenge – вызов, сложная задача, проблема 
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Vocabulary Studies
1. Learn the following words. Pay attention to the pronunciation.
• to advertise [‘ædvətaɪz] – рекламировать
• to advertise in the press, over the radio, on TV
• advertisement [əd’vɜːtɪsmənt] – объявление, реклама, 

анонс, объявление
• an advertisement for cars – реклама автомобилей
• advertising [‘ædvətaɪzɪŋ] – рекламная деятельность, 

рекламный бизнес
• advertising agency – рекламное агентство
• advertiser – рекламодатель
• ad – рекламное объявление (сокр. от advertisement)

2. Fill in the gaps using the words from the box.
John has been in ________(1) business for 10 years. Now he is working 

for a very famous ___________(2) agency in London. Big __________(3) 
like this agency, and it enjoys a good reputation. I am sure you have seen 
their _________(4) for detergents and cat’s food. They never ________(5) 
cigarettes and alcohol. 

3. Translate the following sentences into English
• В Москве очень много рекламных агентств. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
• Моя сестра работает в рекламном бизнесе. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
• Ты видел рекламу новой зубной пасты? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
• Видишь человека в странном костюме у дверей магазина? Интересно, 

что он рекламирует?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
• Его рекламное объявление было напечатано в местной газете. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
• Они никогда ничего не рекламируют на радио. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Revise your Grammar

Study the table below

Present Simple

•	 A regular repeated activity

(never, usually, always, 
occasionally, once a week)

She writes for a local newspaper 
(this is her job)

Paul never sleeps in this room

•	 Something that is generally true; 
a statement of fact

Sun rises in the East.

Children like cartoons.

 

•	 Introducing a quotation

The newspaper says that the 
government should do more to 
create jobs in this town. 

•	 In newspaper headlines

RIOTS BREAK OUT IN CITY 
CENTER

•	 To give information about  
a future event (timetable, 
itinerary etc.)

The prime minister starts his visit 
to China tomorrow.

The train leaves at 5pm on 
Monday

Present Continuous

•	 Activity in progress at this 
moment

You are reading about Present 
Continuous Tense now.

•	 An activity in progress as 
opposed to regular activity.

Look at this man at the window! 
He is reading his newspaper.  
It’s John Brown. He teaches 
French in our college. But this 
semester he is teaching Spanish. 

Could you please help me?  
I am not wearing my glasses and 
I can’t read what is written here. 

•	 A situation that is in the process 
of changing

The number of newspapers in 
this country is decreasing rapidly.

•	 A future intention (often with a 
verb of motion)

He is leaving on Saturday.
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Exercise 1
Put the verb in brackets into the present simple or present continuous

1. My sister ________(work) as a secretary. She ______________(organize) 
all the timetables and schedules for her boss. She __________________
(work) very long hours at the moment because her boss fired his second 
secretary. 

2. Harry ________________(use) my office at the moment. This month I 
___________(work) from home, but usually I __________(spend) at 
least six hours a day here.

3. _______anyone_________(listen) to the radio? May I switch it off? – 
Usually our boss ___________(listen) to it, but he is away, so I think that 
no one ___________(listen). Switch it off. 

4. The population of this African country ____________(increase) 
rapidly. This newspaper ___________(say) that many people there 
_____________(suffer) from malnutrition at the moment. 

5. _____you________(leave) tomorrow? – No, we decided to stay for 
another week. What about you? What _________you________(plan) 
to do? – Unfortunately, we must go home. Our train ______________
(leave) at 5pm tomorrow. 

6. Maria is a famous journalist. She usually _____________(cover) various 
musical events. But this summer she ____________(to work) as a 
political analyst. 

7. Jane ___________(gather) information for a new article. 
8. Journalism’s unique storytelling _________(come) in the form of 

reporting.
9. It is said in this book that in such cases inflation always _________

(grow).
10. Our chief editor ___________(leave) next Monday. 

Exercise 2
Translate the following pairs of sentences into English. 

1. Она пишет статью для медицинского журнала. 
2. Она пишет статьи для медицинских журналов и переводит тексты с 

немецкого языка. 
3. Редактор говорит по телефону. Подожди минуту!
4. Мы никогда не встречаемся в офисе. Редактор обсуждает такие темы 

по телефону. 
5. Не понимаю, на каком языке говорит корреспондент? Это испанский, 

или португальский?
6. Джон хорошо говорит по-испански. Попроси его, он тебе поможет на 

переговорах. 
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7. Включи радио, давай послушаем пресс-конференцию. Президент 
говорит о ситуации в Персидском заливе. 

8. СМИ этой страны часто говорят о войне. 
9. Завтра наш корреспондент уезжает в Венгрию. Я думаю, в конце 

января он вернется и напишет статью о ситуации в этой стране.  
10. Наш главный редактор в Лондоне! – Правда? Где он живет? – Он 

живет в маленьком отеле недалеко от Риджентс-парка. 
11. Этот писатель не живет в отелях. Он предпочитает останавливаться 

у своих друзей. 
12. Он слушает радио? – Да, он слушает новости в машине.  
13. Ты слушаешь радио? – Нет, можешь выключить его.  
14. Инфляция растет. Я сомневаюсь, что мы сможем купить машину в 

этом году. 
15. Слышишь, они обсуждают твой репортаж! – Они всегда обсуждают 

содержание нового номера до начала работы. 
16. Эта река течет в Средиземное море. 
17. Смотри, как быстро сегодня течет река! – Это значит, что в горах был 

снегопад. 

• Translate the following extract into Russian.
Journalism is the act of gathering and presenting news and information, 

though the term is also used to refer to the news and information itself. It’s a 
type of storytelling that comes in many different forms and is a key component 
to a democratic society.

However, journalists must be careful to manage bias and report with objectivity, 
or a management or lack of personal or cultural bias. This means journalists must 
make every effort to convey information without allowing their preconceptions 
to influence the stories. To boost credibility, journalists must verify, or make 
sure of the accuracy of their information so they report with accuracy. This 
means they must assess the information before presenting it.
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ТEXT 3

Nellie Bly

In September 1887, a young woman was brought 
before the Police Court in New York. She gave her 
name as Brown.  The poor girl was mad. She was 
staring into space, and mumbling something about 
a lost trunk. The judge had to send the girl to the 
mental hospital, to Blackwell’s Island, the city 
asylum for the insane.

The judge was a kind person. He wanted to 
help the poor girl to find her relatives. He invited 
journalists to write about her. Next day, all the New 
York papers published the stories about the insane 
girl. They asked her relatives and friends to come. 

All papers did it, except one. This was the New York World, and the reason 
it didn’t carry any such story was that it knew that no one would come to claim 
their ‘lost darling’ for the simple reason that the girl was in fact Nellie Bly, their 
reporter on her first assignment. Her aim was to investigate conditions in the 
mental hospital. 

***
She was born Elizabeth Jane Cochrane, in Pennsylvania on 5 May 1864.  She 

was a daughter of a judge. Her first six years were very happy, but then her 
father died suddenly at the age of 60. He left no will and the family home had to 
be auctioned. So Elizabeth, her mother, brothers and sisters had to pack their 
things and move away. At the age of 15, Elizabeth went to Indiana State Normal 
School to train as a teacher, but had to leave school soon because her mother 
was too poor to pay for it. 

She loved reading. Among her favorite newspapers was the Pittsburgh 
Dispatch, and there was the ‘Quiet Observer’ column of Erasmus Wilson, a man 
of progressive views. He wrote much about the ‘alarming’ increase in young 
women working in shops and offices. Wilson believed that every woman’s aim 
was to make ‘her home a little paradise, herself playing the part of angel’. To 
a young woman like Elizabeth, it was a challenge. She sat down and wrote a 
letter describing the barriers to poor women finding a role beyond home. Its 
spelling and grammar were not perfect, but it was clear, original. The editor of 
the Dispatch saw in it a real talent.
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***
He thought that the writer of the original letter was a young man and was 

shocked when the next day a young woman appeared in the office. They talked 
and agreed she would write a second article. Its subject was divorce, and it was 
more provocative than the first. 

Elizabeth became the first woman on the staff. With the job came a new 
name. Elizabeth Cochrane didn’t sound well enough. Someone came up with 
‘Nellie Bly’ (the title of a popular song), and she used it in print for the rest of 
her life.

Her first project was ‘Our Workshop Girls’, a series on the city’s factory girls 
covering not just their working lives, but social and romantic activities as well. 
The articles became very popular. Bly received promotion to a society editor. But 
to her it was a ghetto of flower shows, home and beauty. One day her colleagues 
came into the Dispatch to find empty desk and a note: ‘I’m off to New York.’

She arrived in New York in May 1887, and soon found that it was not easy to 
find a job. Nellie had an ambition to write for Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World. 
The idea of a woman news reporter there was unrealistic. 

Bly came to World’s offices and told the editor that she was going to pose 
as mad and get herself sent to the women’s asylum on Blackwell’s Island. The 
editor was impressed, and paid her 25$.

That was her first great test. Bly was treated, as were all inmates, as an 
animal that needed corrective training. She managed to collect the evidence of 
cruelty and neglect that shocked the city. The newspaper published the report 
headlined ‘Ten Days in a Madhouse’. Mental health care and Bly’s career was 
never the same again.

The story, written in clear, simple language, was a sensation. Nellie Bly 
became a New York phenomenon. Bly got the job she had dreamed of: news 
reporter on a New York paper. 

She wrote dozens of stories in the next two years.
She posed as a maid in a search of work to show how employment agencies 

exploited women servants; as an unmarried mother with an unwanted child to 
reveal the trade in newborns; a lonely girl in search of a husband to investigate 
the shady ways of marriage agencies; and she even managed to get herself 
arrested as a thief so she could tell the law-abiding readers of the World what 
it was like to spend a night in jail.  

She gave readers something more than good writing. They also knew that 
they would be in the company of a reporter who asked direct, even shocking, 
questions, was very nosy, and who also took risks. What she wrote at last gave 
female reporter a place outside the ghetto of fashion and lifestyle.
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***

Bly’s next great project was to travel 
around the world in less than 80 days. So, 
on 14 November 1889 Bly left for London. As 
she crossed the Atlantic the World launched a 
competition for readers to guess the time the 
trip would take, and immediately thousands 
of letters flooded in. She travelled via France, 
Italy, Egypt, Arabia, Ceylon, Singapore, Japan 
and the United States, leaving her hand-written 
reports, which were immediately cabled to the 
World.

She landed back on US soil to find she was 
the celebrity of the moment. 

***
In 1914 she went to Austria. Soon the 

war broke. She wrote to her editor to say 
that she was off to the front.  Her most 
memorable story was filed from American 
Red Cross Hospital in Budapest, where 
she watched a Russian soldier die while 
crying out for his children. 

In 1919 she returned to US. She 
became a columnist, and her column 
became a sort of community notice board 
for those in distress and those who wanted 

to help. She told, for instance, stories of abandoned babies, people wrote in 
offering to foster or adopt, and soon she had so many babies needing homes 
(some were even found with notes pinned to their clothes reading ‘Take me to 
Nellie Bly’) that a nursery had to be set up to deal with them.

She rarely could be found at home. She paused only to sit down and write 
her column two or three times a week.

And then, suddenly, it all stopped. In January 1922 she developed pneumonia 
and soon was dead. She was 57.

Nellie Bly had an incurable curiosity and unshakeable faith in the power 
of reporting. She believed that people could be roused to act and make 
improvements. It’s not a very fashionable kind of journalism now…
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• Find English equivalents to the following words and expressions

предстать перед судом

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
убежище, пристанище

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
бормотать

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
репортер на задании

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
опасный, тревожный

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
редактор газетного раздела об общественной жизни

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
притвориться сумасшедшей

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
пренебрежение

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
законопослушный

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
начать, организовать, запустить

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
течь потоком

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
посылать телеграфом

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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• Answer the following questions
1. What facts of Nelly’s biography influenced her future life?
2. Why does the author use the word ghetto when speaking about Nelly’s 

work in the Dispatch? Google the word if you are not sure about its exact 
meaning.

3. What made Nelly’s articles so special? 
4. What qualities of a real journalist did she possess?
5. Do you think that women still face gender stereotypes when they try to 

make a career in journalism?
6. Read he address of Richard E. Hoagland to the young female journalists. 

How does it make you feel? 

• Comment on the following

Richard Eugene Hoagland is a career ambassador in 
the United States Department of State. He was Principal 
Deputy Assistant Secretary in State’s Bureau of South 
and Central Asian Affairs, 2013-2015. His foreign 
assignments have included Russia (where he was 
Press Spokesman for the U.S. Embassy), Uzbekistan, 
and Pakistan.

 

For over 25 years, as a diplomat I have worked closely with journalists, and 
I have been interviewed by hundreds of journalists.  Most, but not all, have 
been men.  But the very best of the journalists whom I particularly remember 
have been almost equally men and women.  

 One of the very best of all of them, men and women alike, is a name that 
might be familiar to some in Russia, Jill Dougherty – former Senior International 
Correspondent for CNN, and, before that, Moscow Bureau Chief for CNN.  Another 
is a name that was in the international news briefly early in April 2014, Associated 
Press (AP) Correspondent Kathy Gannon, who has reported on Pakistan and 
Afghanistan for nearly 30 years.  She has reported from the most secret camps 
of the Taliban but, ironically, she was seriously wounded by an Afghan Police 
Commander who fired his AK-47 into her car and instantly killed the female AP 
photographer sitting next to her, Anja Neidringhaus.  And yet another superb 
female journalist, whom, unfortunately, I never had the honor of meeting, was 
Anna Politkovskaya who made her reputation reporting on Chechnya.
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What do these three – Jill, Kathy, and Anna – have in common, other than 
being brilliant people and world-class journalists? They rose to the top of their 
profession and gained international reputations in “a man’s world.” (And in a 
dangerous world!) It has always been my belief – and practice – that women 
and men are equally talented and that all people, regardless of gender, deserve 
the right to compete equally and to excel in their careers.  Yes, an admirable 
goal, but not reality, because it is, after all, “a man’s world.”  

A sad fact is that prejudice against women is deeply engrained in many 
parts of the world. A female journalist, especially a young one, has to prove 
that she is “intellectually worthy” to be taken seriously and has the right to ask 
tough questions and to receive honest answers. A female journalist, especially 
a young one, will too often be seen as a sex object, at least in some parts of the 
world. Male journalists don’t have to overcome those barriers simply to do their 
jobs. Too often, women do. 

And so, to all the young women reading this who aspire to be great journalists, 
follow your dream.  Become a journalist. Become a great journalist.  I wish you 
well!  I wish you strength!  I wish you courage! And, above all, I wish you great 
success! 

 
• Make a report about:
1. An episode from the history of journalism in Russia.
2. A journalist whom you respect.

• Roleplay an interview (a press-conference) with a famous Russian or 
foreign journalist. 
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Fake News.  

Journalism in the post-truth era

Watch and listen  https://youtu.be/lCNkgj-FlE8

• Before you start, discuss the following questions:
1. What is objectivity?
2. Can a journalist be objective in his work? Why? Why not?

• Watch the video and choose the correct answer. Be ready to 
comment on your choice.

1. The Italian town of Trent was mentioned in the video because in this 
town… 

A. a famous preacher killed a small child
B. a famous preacher accused someone of murdering the child
C. a child was tortured and murdered

2. Which category of fake news has NOT been included in the list, given by 
the speaker?
A. Politically fake news
B. Commercially fake news
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C. Ideological news
D. Entertaining news

3. W.R. Hurst’s famous phrase: “You furnish the pictures, and I’ll furnish the 
war” refers to…

A. The Second World War
B. A war with an alien civilization
C. The Spanish-American war

4. Education in such sphere as philosophy is becoming more and more 
important because

A. People need a tool to deal with the huge flow of information
B. People have to decide which arguments are better
C. People have to choose between the fabricated news and the ideological 

news.  

• Listen again and fill the gaps in the following sentences with the 
words from the box.

  exaggerated    commercially   forgery    distorted   distrust

1. The rumors started to spread and became even more _______________.
2. The Nazi’s propaganda machine relied on antisemitic ________________ 

that described the plans for Jewish world domination.
3. Some evangelical American communities are taught to _________ the 

media from the very young age because they don’t support a Christian 
world view.

4. __________________ fake news is changing the facts to make the news 
more appealing. 

5. So called ‘post-truth’, or ‘ideological news’ is news that is __________or 
presented in a way that is necessarily fake, but ideologically motivated.

• Name 3 new facts that you have learned from the video. Begin 
your answer with the phrase: “It has never occurred to me that”…

Compare your answers.

• Make a summary of the video. Discuss it in pairs. What facts and 
ideas mentioned in the text must be included into your summary? 
What can be omitted?
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TEXT 1

• Before you read
Why is news important? 
Can fake news be called a harmless game (entertainment)?
Can fake news be dangerous?

Discuss these questions with your partner. 

A Brief History of Fake News
“Sensationalism always sold well. By the 

early 19th century, modern newspapers came 
on the scene, touting scoops and exposés, but 
also fake stories to increase circulation. The 
New York Sun’s “Great Moon Hoax” of 1835 
claimed that there was an alien civilization 
on the moon, and made the Sun a leading, 
profitable newspaper.” 

False and distorted news material isn’t a new thing. It’s been a part of 
media history long before social media. It’s what sells tabloids. On the internet, 
headline forms called clickbait entice people to click to read more, by trying to 
shock and amaze us. What’s more outrageous to read about than fake things 
that didn’t actually happen?

History
There’s lots of examples of false news throughout history. It was used by 

Nazi propaganda machine. It played a role in catalyzing the Enlightenment, 
when the Catholic Church’s false explanation of the 1755 Lisbon Earthquake 
prompted Voltaire to speak out against religious dominance. In the 1800s in 
the USА, racisism led to the publication of false stories about African Americans’ 
supposed crimes.

In the 1890s, rival newspaper publishers Joseph Pulitzer and William Hearst 
competed over the audience through sensationalism and reporting rumors as 
though they were facts, a practice that became known as “yellow journalism.” 
Their false news played a role in leading the US into the Spanish-American War 
of 1898. Eventually the public demanded more objective and reliable news. 
Yellow journalism became less common. Later the rise of web-based news 
brought it all back in full force.

One of the motivations for 1890s newspapers engaging in yellow journalism 
is the same as for fake news creators today: exaggerated news with shocking 
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headlines gets attention and sells papers (or prompts mouse-clicks), promoting 
the sale of advertising. In the form of traditional news media, most people have 
learned not to take outrageous news articles as seriously as they did at the 
height of the yellow journalism era. 

 But that clarity simply isn’t available when news stories appear via social 
media.

How Contemporary Fake News Is Different
Fake news in its modern form is different from the historical forms of 

journalistic nonsense in traditional media. There are three unique parts to 
modern fake news that make it different from older varieties of exaggerated or 
false reporting: the who, the what, and the how.

Who
Fake news is created and spread by either those with ideological interests, 

or computer-savvy individuals looking to make some money. It’s not the 
newspaper publishers this time.

What
It often involves distortion and deception of the news source, not just 

the content. In one tragic example, a video that was originally part of a public 
service announcement to help people be vigilant against child abduction in 
Pakistan, “was edited to look like a real kidnapping and went viral,” leading to 
deadly attacks on innocent people suspected of kidnapping.
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How
Such presentation of news in the social media make people more likely to 

fall for fake news.
First, social media collect and present news stories from a wide variety of 

outlets, regardless of the quality, reliability, or political leanings of the original 
source. If readers can’t identify who wrote or provided information for a story, 
it’s hard to judge its honesty without elaborate fact-checking, which most people 
don’t do.

Second, many news stories get to people on social media via their friends 
or people they follow. It makes people believe in the messages they get. Many 
messages are shared in groups, and when they are forwarded, there is no 
indication of their origin. False stories have often come from family and friends.”

Third, social media platforms automatically tag articles with indications of 
their popularity (the number of views or likes they’ve gotten). It makes people 
more likely to tune in to a story.

So, while history offers some important lessons, this isn’t your grandparents’ 
fake news any more.

(Abridged and adopted from https://www.cits.ucsb.edu/fake-news/brief-
history)

• Essential vocabulary
Study the words from the list. Contextualize them.

to tout – расхваливать, рекламировать навязывать товары или услуги. 
hoax – обман, мистификация
scoop – разг. Сенсационная новость
exposé – фр. Разоблачение
distort – искажать, искривлять, деформировать
deception – обман, жульничество, хитрость
political leaning – политический уклон, направленность
to entice – соблазнять, сманивать
rival – соперничающий, конкурирующий (соперник, конкурент, 

противник)
exaggerate – преувеличивать
vigilant – бдительный 
to fall for smth – поверить, попасться на обман. (I can’t believe that you 

fell for such an old trick)
elaborate – тщательный
to tune in – зд. Поверить

• Explain the meaning of the following words and phrases.
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sensationalism
clickbait
computer-savvy
viral
outlet
to tag

• Translate the following sentences into English
1. Сенсационные новости всегда хорошо продаются. 
2. Фальшивые новости всегда существовали в СМИ. 
3. Вольтер выступал против религиозного господства. 
4. Херст и Пулитцер боролись за свою аудиторию с помощью 

сенсационных статей в газетах, которые они издавали. 
5. Шокирующие заголовки привлекают внимание и помогают продавать 

газеты. 
6. Появление фальшивых новостей в социальных сетях увеличивает 

вероятность того, что в эти новости поверят. 
7. Такие новости часто передают без указания на источник. 

• Answer the following questions. Discuss the answers with your 
partner.

1. What is “Great Moon Hoax”?
2. What historical examples of false news does the author give? Can you 

add your own examples to the list?
3. What definition of ‘yellow journalism’ does the author give? How would 

you define ‘yellow journalism’? What do you know about the origin of this 
term? Why is such type of journalism called ‘yellow’?

4. Does ‘yellow journalism’ still exist today? Can you give an example of a 
‘yellow’ paper that you know? What makes it ‘yellow’?

5. Is fake news nowadays spread the same way as it used to be 100 years 
ago?

6. What, according to the writer, makes people more likely to fall for fake 
news? Have you ever fallen for a fake news? How did it happen?

• Discuss the following problem:
Is fake news dangerous?

• Look at the photo. 
What do you see in the ‘red’ picture? What do you see in the ‘blue’ one? 

What about the ‘green’ one? What does the whole picture illustrate?
Discuss it with your partner. 
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• Look at the picture. 
Comment on each point of the list. 
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• Do you think that the hints listed in the chart are useful?
• Work in pairs. Prepare 3-4 news items. One of them must be a fake news 

item. Discuss your news items with your friends; let them analyze all the 
items with the help of the chart and guess which news is fake. Discuss 
the results of your experiment. 

Revise your grammar

Simple Past or Present Perfect?

Simple Past Present Perfect
•	 I went to Spain two years ago. 

(дата)

•	 Were you busy this morning? 
(утро закончилось)

•	 She starred in a lot of major films. 
(her acting career is finished or 
she is dead)

•	 Did you have a good holiday? 
(some years ago, in your 
childhood, in Paris when you 
went there)

•	 I have been to Spain.  
(побывал к сему моменту)

•	 Have you been busy this morning? 
(утро еще продолжается)

•	 She has starred in a lot of major 
films. (she is alive and acting)

•	 Have you had a good holiday?  
(You have just returned)

Exercise 1
Put the verb in brackets into the Past Simple or Present Perfect.

Our correspondent says that the news has just come in that there (1)______
(be) an air crash in California. There (2)________(be) 120 passengers and crew 
on the plain and they say that no survivors (3)_______________(be found). The 
plane (4)______________(go) out of control and (5)____________(plunge) 
into the sea. Relatives of most of the passengers and crew (6)_______________
(now be informed) and many of them (7)_______________(set off) for the 
sea rescue base, but they (8)__________________(not be given) much hope. 
Most of the passengers (9) _____________(be) on business. 
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Exercise 2
Open the brackets.

1. I ___________(see) this man somewhere. His face seems familiar to me. 
– Yes, of course, you ___________(see) him at Mr. Brown’s yesterday! – 
You are right! He ___________ (to tell) Mr. Brown about his trip to Africa, 
but Mr. Brown ______________(not listen).

2. _______you_______(hear) the latest news? – No. What ______________
(happen)? – Laura ____________(receive) a letter from her son! He is 
coming home! – It’s very interesting! I ______________(never see) the 
young man! Is he handsome?

3. _________you__________(receive) his letter? – Not yet. – It’s strange. 
He __________ (send) it three days ago!

4. John_______________(just finish) reading your article! He says that you 
_____________ (do) an excellent job!

5. _______you__________(ever/ hear) about Marie Colvin? – The name 
seems familiar to me. I ___________(read) about her. – She __________
(be) a famous journalist.

6. Look, someone ______________(break) your cup! – I know who 
_________ (do) it! John’s kitten _____ ______(play) in my room!

7. He _________ (lose) his job 3 weeks ago. Now he ______________(try) 
to find a new one. But he ____________(not manage) to find anything yet.

8. _________you____________(see) Jim? – No! I _____________(call) 
him twice, I ________ ___(write) an e-mail to him, but I ______________
(not receive) any answer. 

9. My parents ___________(live) in Canada when they _________(be) 
young. 

10. They ______________(already/live) in Canada, in France and in Italy. 
Now they _________ (plan) to move to Greece. 

Exercise 3
Translate the following sentences into English.

1. Смотри! Кто-то сделал пометки в тексте твоей статьи! – Я знаю, кто 
это сделал! Редактор читал ее этим утром!

2. Ты уже прочел новости о визите президента? – Да, прочел два часа 
назад. 

3. Он пишет пьесу о том, как молодой человек вернулся домой и выяснил, 
что его отец умер, а мать вышла замуж за другого. – Скажи ему, что 
Шекспир уже написал «Гамлета». Пусть пишет очерк о чем-нибудь 
другом. 
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4. Я послал ему мою новую статью. – Он что-нибудь ответил? – Нет.  
Я не получил от него ответа. 

5. Я не могу купить эту книгу. Она очень дорогая, а я уже потратил все деньги.
6. Ты был в Японии? – Да, я был там дважды. Это очень интересная 

страна. В прошлом году мы ездили туда на конференцию. 
7. Смотри, он порезал палец! – Я принесу бинт. Как это случилось?!
8. Никогда не слышал об этом журнале! Где он издается? – Не знаю.  

Я купил этот номер в Америке. 
9. Она дописала свою новую книгу. Предыдущая была издана два года назад. 
10. Он никогда не видел такой огромной толпы.

Translate (render) the following text into English 
Если вы узнали сенсационную новость из сомнительного источника, 

с сайта, о котором вы никогда не слышали, обязательно проверьте ее 
достоверность. Как правило, для этого достаточно внимательно прочитать 
материал. Помните, что уважающие себя порталы обязательно размещают 
ссылку на первоисточник в тексте.

Например, в тексте написано, что это заявление сделал некий ученый. 
Не поленитесь погуглить его имя: большинство университетов во всем 
мире выкладывает на свои сайты информацию об ученых, работающих 
у них. Проверить существование личности, работающей в том или ином 
исследовательском центре, не составит труда.

Если новость напечатана в зарубежном издании, можно поискать источники 
на английском языке. Если информация будет фигурировать в нескольких 
местах и на страницах авторитетных интернет-изданий, то ей можно доверять.

Большинство фейковых новостей производят шоковый эффект, заставляя 
людей действовать определенным образом. Вместо того, чтобы сделать то, чего 
от вас хотят, нужно критически подойти к информации, которую вы получили.

Спросите себя: «Почему эта история была написана? Несет ли она 
важную информацию? Она продает мне конкретный продукт или пытается 
заставить меня перейти на другой сайт? Кому это выгодно?»

Шокирующие объявления мы видим не только на сомнительных сайтах или 
в постах в социальных сетях, но и в контекстной рекламе. Все знают такие 
объявления: «Почему аптеки молчат об этом копеечном средстве для похудения» 
и т.д. Неизвестно, верит ли еще кто-то таким новостям и заголовкам, но если их 
все еще можно найти в сети, это значит, что у них есть свой читатель. 

Иногда фейковые новости сопровождены красочным графическим 
контентом или даже фотографиями. Все это нужно тщательно проверить. 
Такие фото могли быть сделаны в другом месте, в другое время, или просто 
искажены с помощью современных компьютерных программ. 
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TEXT 2

Before you read:
• What do you know about H.G. Wells?
• What books by this writer have you read?
• Watch the fragments of these movies. What books are they based on?
https://youtu.be/KXMOURHEMpY
https://youtu.be/nDGZMXNYfF4
Have you read these books?

War of the Worlds
In 1877, an Italian astronomer discovered «canali,» or “channels” on Mars. 

The word “canali” was mistranslated into English as «canals.»*
Some people decided that these were artificial waterways built by an 

advanced civilization. In reality, they were random surface features that formed 
into lines when viewed through a certain type of lens.

20 years later, English author H.G. Wells wrote «The War of the Worlds,» a 
story about a man trying to stay alive as Martians invade South East England. 
It was one of the earliest stories about a conflict between humankind and an 
alien race, and it changed science fiction forever. 

Forty years after the story’s publication, in 1938, a young writer, actor, director, and 
producer Orson Welles was looking for new ideas and ways to tell dramatic stories for his 
“Mercury Theater on the Air” shows that were broadcast by CBS from Radio City in New York.

Welles’ program «Mercury Theater on the Air» was a low-budget weekly show 
without a sponsor. It had been on the air at CBS for 17 weeks and had steadily built 
a small but loyal audience by running modern adaptations of well-known literary 
classics…but for the week of Halloween, Welles wanted something different.

He discussed his fake newscast idea with producer John Houseman and 
associate producer Paul Stewart, and together they decided to adapt a work 
of science fiction. They purchased the radio rights to «The War of the Worlds.»

The novel was adapted for radio by playwright and screenwriter Howard 
Koch, who changed the setting from 19th-century England to modern-day U.S., 
with the first Martian spacecraft landing in rural Grover’s Mill, New Jersey. 

The program’s format was a “live broadcast” of unfolding events in the form 
of news bulletins, interrupting a scheduled program of dance music.

«My idea was to do a radio broadcast in such a manner that a crisis would 
actually seem to be happening,» - Welles later said, - «and it was to look like a 
real event taking place at that time, rather than a mere radio play.»
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Koch did his best to make the script interesting, and Welles stressed the 
importance of inserting news flashes and eyewitness accounts to create a sense 
of urgency and excitement. 

At 8 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 30, 1938, the show aired. It began as a simulation 
of a normal evening broadcast featuring a weather report and music. 

After a few minutes, the music begins to be interrupted by several news 
flashes about strange explosions seen on Mars through telescopes on Earth. 

A reporter interviews Princeton-based astronomy professor Richard Pierson 
(played by Welles), who dismisses speculation about any life on Mars. The 
musical program returns, but is interrupted once again by news of a strange 
meteorite landing in Grover’s Mill. The reporter and Pierson are dispatched to 
the site, where a large crowd has gathered. 

The reporter describes the chaotic atmosphere around the strange cylindrical 
object, and Pierson admits that he does not know exactly what it is, but that 
it seems to be made of an extraterrestrial material. The cylinder unscrews and 
the journalist describes the horrific monster that emerges from inside. 

Police officers approach the Martian waving a flag of truce, but the invaders 
respond by firing a heat ray, which incinerates the group and ignites the nearby 
woods and cars as the crowd screams and attempts to flee. The reporter’s 
shouts about incoming flames are cut off midsentence, and after a moment of 
silence, an announcer explains that the remote broadcast was interrupted due 
to “some difficulty with our field transmission”.

After a brief musical interlude, the regular programming begins to break 
down as the studio appears to struggle with incoming casualty and firefighting 
updates. The audience hears that the New Jersey state militia has declared 
martial law and attempted to attack the cylinder. A Martian tripod rises from 
the pit and disintegrates the military forces gathered there. From here, it only 
gets worse as reports flood the studio newsroom of massive destruction and 
refugees on the highways. Chaos is here. 

Much of New Jersey is now in flames. Eventually, a news reporter, broadcasting 
from the roo of the studio building in Manhattan, describes the Martian invasion of 
New York City. Buildings are burning and people everywhere are dying. He reads one 
last bulletin stating that Martian cylinders have fallen all over the U.S., then describes 
a cloud of poisonous smoke slowly moving down the street until he coughs, chokes 
and falls silent, leaving only the sounds of the city under attack in the background.

After a period of silence comes the voice of announcer Dan Seymour: «You 
are listening to a CBS presentation of Orson Welles and the ‘Mercury Theatre 
on the Air,’ in an original dramatization of ‘The War of the Worlds’ by H.G. Wells. 
The performance will continue after a brief intermission.»
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After a short break, the program shifted to a more conventional radio drama 
format, returning to the original source material.

Despite the same announcer clearly saying at the beginning of the program «The 
Columbia Broadcasting System and its affiliated stations present Orson Welles and 
the ‘Mercury Theatre on the Air’ in ‘The War of the Worlds’ by H.G. Wells» and the 
program even being listed as such in the newspaper radio guide, by 8:32 p.m. — 
a little over halfway through the show — executives at CBS began to hear that 
widespread panic was spreading through the suburbs of New York and New Jersey. 

Many listeners heard only a portion of the broadcast and mistook it for a 
genuine news broadcast. Thousands rushed to share the false reports with 
others or called CBS, newspapers, or the police to ask if the broadcast was real. 

By the next morning, the name and face of the 23-year-old Welles were on 
the front pages of newspapers on both coasts, along with headlines about the 
mass panic his CBS broadcast had allegedly inspired. In retrospect, the hysteria 
is now considered to be have been exaggerated by the media, but regardless, it 
still gave a pretty good Halloween scare to a lot of people in the USA.

As for Welles himself, his reputation as a storyteller and artist were forever 
secured in the annals of history. 

* Canal – канал (искусственный), ирригационная система
   Channel – канал, русло 
(Abridged and adopted from https://www.space.com/42294-halloween-

1938-war-of-the-worlds.html)

• Make a summary of the story. Discuss with your partner, what main points 
must be included into the summary. What points can be omitted?

• What do you think about Orson Welles’ idea? 
• What does this story illustrate?

• Prepare three news items for discussion in your class. One of the items 
must be a fake news. Discuss the news. 

• Write an essay Fake news: harmless or dangerous?
• Illustrate your viewpoint with relevant examples.
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Additional Reading

The true history of fake news

The history of made-up stories explains why they have re-emerged in the 
internet era. Tom Standage delves into the archives

BY TOM STANDAGE
The Economist magazine

Giant man-bats that spent their days collecting fruit and holding animated 
conversations; goat-like creatures with blue skin; a temple made of polished 
sapphire. These were the astonishing sights witnessed by John Herschel, an 
eminent British astronomer, when, in 1835, he pointed a powerful telescope 
“of vast dimensions” towards the Moon from an observatory in South Africa. Or 
that, at least, was what readers of the New York Sun were told in a series of 
newspaper reports.

This caused a sensation. People flocked to buy each day’s edition of the Sun. 
The paper’s circulation shot up from 8,000 to over 19,000 copies, overtaking 
the Times of London to become the world’s bestselling daily newspaper. There 
was just one small hitch. The fantastical reports had in fact been concocted 
by Richard Adams Locke, the Sun’s editor. Herschel was conducting genuine 
astronomical observations in South Africa. But Locke knew it would take months 
for his deception to be revealed, because the only means of communication 
with the Cape was by letter. The whole thing was a giant hoax – or, as we would 
say today, “fake news”. This classic of the genre illuminates the pros and cons of 
fake news as a commercial strategy – and helps explain why it has re-emerged 
in the internet era.

That fake news shifted copies had been known since the earliest days of 
printing. In the 16th and 17th centuries, printers would crank out pamphlets, 
or newsbooks, offering detailed accounts of monstrous beasts or unusual 
occurrences. A newsbook published in Catalonia in 1654 reports the discovery 
of a monster with “goat’s legs, a human body, seven arms and seven heads”; 
an English pamphlet from 1611 tells of a Dutch woman who lived for 14 years 
without eating or drinking. So what if they weren’t true? Printers argued, as 
internet giants do today, that they were merely providing a means of distribution, 
and were not responsible for ensuring accuracy.

But newspapers were different. They contained a bundle of different stories, 
not just one, and appeared regularly under a consistent title. They therefore 
had reputations to maintain. The Sun, founded in 1833, was the first modern 
newspaper, funded primarily by advertisers rather than subscriptions, so it 
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initially pursued readership at all costs. At first it prospered from the Moon 
hoax, even collecting its reports in a bestselling pamphlet. But it was soon 
exposed by rival papers. Editors also realised that an infinite supply of genuine 
human drama could be found by sending reporters to the courts and police 
stations to write true-crime stories – a far more sustainable model. As the 19th 
century progressed, impartiality and objectivity were increasingly venerated at 
the most prestigious newspapers.

 
Bat-men on the moon. In 1835, the New York Sun used a fake story to drive sales

But in recent years search engines and social media have blown apart 
newspapers’ bundles of stories. Facebook shows an endless stream of items 
from all over the web. Click an interesting headline and you may end up on a 
fake-news site, set up by a political propagandist or a teenager in Macedonia 
to attract traffic and generate advertising revenue. Peddlers of fake stories 
have no reputation to maintain and no incentive to stay honest; they are only 
interested in the clicks. Hence the bogus stories, among the most popular of 
2016, that the pope had endorsed Donald Trump, or that Hillary Clinton had 
sold weapons to Islamic State. The impetus behind these was commercial rather 
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than political; it transpired that Trump supporters were more likely to click and 
share bogus stories.

Thanks to internet distribution, fake news is again a profitable business. This 
flowering of fabricated stories corrodes trust in the media in general, and makes 
it easier for unscrupulous politicians to peddle half-truths. Media organizations 
and technology companies are struggling to determine how best to respond. 
Perhaps more overt fact-checking or improved media literacy will help. But 
what is clear is that a mechanism that held fake news in check for nearly two 
centuries – the bundle of stories from an organization with a reputation to 
protect – no longer works. We will need to invent new ones.
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Discuss the following questions with your friends:
• When did you last read a newspaper? What paper was it? Did you buy it?
• What are the most popular newspapers in your country?
• Does anybody in your family read a newspaper?

Watch the video
https://youtu.be/lA_HD6g0HE4

• Contextualize the following phrases and explain their meaning:
to pitch headlines
emblematic picture
to be under siege
watershed moment
to hit the newsstands 
breakthrough
sellable commodity 
biased reporting
to enter the fray
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partisan
to take the middle ground
dramatically
deadline
to feed the news hunger
daily circulation
advertising revenue
classified ads
affluent middle class life style
perch
to heat up the competition
household
to consume news

• What important landmarks of American press history were mentioned in 
the text?

List 3 of them

1. _________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

2. _________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

3. _________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________

• What is the speaker’s opinion on the future of the newspapers? Do you 
share it?

TEXT 1

There is still a hope…

Why hasn’t paper-based print been replaced with electronic files? Books, 
magazines, posters, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, and other printed material 
are technologies that work – they are portable, recyclable, do not need a 
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power supply to operate, and are not prone to software failures. Print can be 
read anywhere, and the reader can easily go back to check anything not clearly 
understood. Advertisers like the printed page, because it cannot be switched off in 
the way television, a computer, or a smart phone can – or blocked, as is the case 
with popup advertisements on Web sites. The Internet has also made it easy for 
many of us to buy more books, posters, and magazines from all parts of the globe. 
Sometimes the very forces that are supposed to be killing print actually nourish it.

Books thrive in the wake of TV series and movies. Printed posters decorate the 
streets. Our food, technology, health, and beauty products come in beautifully 
printed packages. 

But there are areas where print is being rapidly replaced by other media. Print 
encyclopedias, for example, have been replaced by editable online resources, 
and even podcasts. Classified advertisers often use the Internet. Newspapers’ 
online versions compete with the printed ones and magazine publishers are 
using tablet technology. 

One thing that hasn’t changed is the excitement of being involved in printing. 
Printed items have to be produced to a deadline, whether they are newspapers 
for tomorrow’s breakfast tables, or a book to coincide with the launch of a new 
TV series. Ultimately, the printed word has an authority that other media can 
only hope to emulate.

(Abridged and adopted from https://www.ncs.net.au/print-in-the-21st-century/)

Exercise 1
Find English equivalents to the following Russian words and phrases. 

Contextualize them.

бумажные издания

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

переносной, портативный

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

годный для переработки

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

подверженный чему-либо

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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«всплывающие» рекламные объявления

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

поддерживать, питать

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

редактируемый

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

частные рекламные объявления

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Совпадать

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

запуск нового сериала

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

в конечном счете

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

подражать, копировать

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Exercise 2
Translate the following sentences

1. Старое оборудование в этой типографии (printing house) будет 
заменено на новое в сентябре. 

2. Для работы этого прибора не требуется электроснабжение. 
3. Нам пришлось прервать онлайн конференцию из-за сбоя в программном 

обеспечении. 
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4. Этот прибор нельзя выключить как простой телевизор. Вам потребуется 
помощь технического специалиста (technician). 

5. Мы получаем информацию со всего мира.
6. Я бы не доверял этой онлайн энциклопедии. Кто угодно может 

редактировать ее.
7. Онлайн версии глянцевых журналов выигрывают в конкурентной 

борьбе с печатными версиями. 
8. Выход второго издания этого романа совпал с выходом нового сериала 

по его мотивам. 

Exercise 3
Write the gist of the story (100 words maximum)

TEXT 2

The extinction of newspapers?
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Not long ago, people in a coffee shop or diner were absorbed in a newspaper 
article while enjoying their coffee or meal. Now, you will see those same people 
staring at a smart phone, digital tablet, or other media device. Newspapers as 
we once knew them will become extinct, and it is only a matter of time. The 
reasons for this extinction are more apparent with each passing year.

New Generations are Accustomed to Digital Media
The new generation has been brought up with access to computers and 

other digital media devices. They are accustomed to getting nearly all of their 
information and much of their entertainment at the touch of a key or screen. 
Traditional newspapers do not offer the immediacy these generations have 
come to expect.

Digital News Sources Provide Information More Quickly
It is not only the new generation that prefers getting news from online 

sources. As most of the adult population gains easier access to internet 
capable devices, they quickly discover the convenience of reading breaking 
news as it happens. By the time the standard newspaper lands at the front door 
the next morning, the headlines have already been covered online by multiple 
digital media outlets. The only way newspapers can compete with this speed is 
to bring the paper online.

Newspapers are Losing Revenue
Newspapers have been facing a steady decrease in readership and the loss 

of revenue. Some papers have tried to cope by increasing price and making job 
cuts. These tactics were not successful. Advertisers are turning more and more 
to the digital world. Thus, the papers are losing both readership and advertising 
revenue.

Traditional newspapers will become extinct and move to digital form in the 
near future. The only way newspapers can profit is by changing their content 
from news to authoritative essays and unique opinion pieces in a magazine 
style. Even then, it will be very difficult to convince people that reading ink on 
paper is still worthwhile. 

Of course, it will take a very long time for newspapers to completely disappear, 
but they will certainly never be as important as they once were. If you want 
a clear example of this fact, go to a library and look through old newspapers. 
You will see how they recorded the most significant events in our country’s 
history. Now think about where you would see significant events that occurred 
today. It most likely would not be on a physical newspaper.

(Abridged and adopted from https://newspaperlinks.com/digital/will-
technology-cause-the-extinction-of-newspapers/)
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Exercise 1
Check the meaning of highlighted words in the dictionary.
Use them in at least five sentences of your own.

1. _________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

2. _________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

3. _________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

4. _________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

5. _________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________

Exercise 2
Discuss the following questions with your group-mates:
1. What are the reasons of newspapers’ extinction?
2. Do adults read print media nowadays?
3. Do advertisers still use traditional newspapers? 

Exercise 3
Compare the arguments from both texts and fill in the box.
Use your own arguments as well. Which viewpoint do you share? Why?

Traditional newspapers will soon 
become extinct because:

Traditional newspapers will never 
become extinct because:
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1.

2.

3. 

4.

5.

1. 

2.

3.

4.

5

• Arrange a press conference with an editor of a famous newspaper 
(magazine). 

Choose the speaker, get ready with your questions to the ‘editor’ concerning 
the future of his/her newspaper.  

TEXT 3

The Most Famous Newspapers
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What are the most famous newspapers around the world?
While they are not such a primary source of information today, as they 

were some decades ago (that honor now belongs to social media, online news 
sites and broadcasts), newspapers are still relevant in today’s world. There are, 
however, newspapers that are more famous than others. Some of them have 
gained global acclaim for the quality of their reporting. 

Here are five newspapers, that belong to a group of most famous 
newspapers in the world. Four of these are printed in English. English is one 
of the most widely spoken languages in the World. In fact, 1.5 billion people 
speak English — that’s 20% of the Earth’s population. With this in mind, it 
would be hard for a newspaper written in French (for example) to be so popular 
worldwide. 

 
The New York Times (US)
Journalist and politician Henry Jarvis Raymond, along with former 

banker, George Jones, founded The New York Times back in 1851. Based in 
New York, the paper has gone through many changes, including a name change 
from “The New York Daily Times” to simply “The New York Times”. The standard 
of news reporting has been high throughout its tenure. It is the proud winner of 
no less than 125 Pulitzer awards, so far.

 
The Guardian (UK)
“Comment is free, but facts are sacred” – C.P. Scott, The Guardian 

Editor, 1921.
This one quote summarizes the philosophy behind The Guardian, and it is still 

quoted by the newspaper to this day. The paper began life as “The Manchester 
Guardian” until it was renamed “The Guardian” in 1959. The Guardian is part 
of the Guardian Media Group, owned by the Scott Trust, along with its sister 
papers (both popular), The Observer and Guardian Weekly. 

 
The Washington Post (US)
Stilson Hutchins, a well-known newspaperman, established The Washington 

Post in 1877. While the paper today covers all kinds of news, it’s initial focus was 
on national politics and the federal government. Which is understandable, since 
the paper is based in the nation’s capital. The Posts’ inspiring slogan, “Democracy 
Dies in Darkness” has been placed on its masthead since 2017. The paper was 
controlled by the Grahams family until 2013, at which point they sold control to 
Nash Holdings for $250 million, in cash!

The Post has won 47 Pulitzer Prizes. Post journalists have also received  
18 Nieman Fellowships and 368 White House News Photographers 
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Association awards. In the early 1970s, Post reporters Bob Woodward and Carl 
Bernstein led the American press’ investigation into what became known as 
the Watergate scandal.

 
Yomiuri Shimbun (Japan)
The Yomiuri Shimbun is one of Japan’s five national papers and the most 

internationally recognized of the five. The company is based in Osaka, however 
the newspaper is published in Tokyo, Osaka, Fukuoka, and other major Japanese 
cities.  This is most the widely circulated newspaper in the world, according 
to a study conducted in 2016. It has a combined morning and evening circulation 
of 14,323,781. Yomiuri Shimbun established the Yomiuri Prize in 1948. Its 
winners have included Yukio Mishima and Haruki Murakami.

 
The Wall Street Journal (US)
As its name would suggest, The Wall Street Journal is a business-focused 

newspaper. The name itself is derived from the Wall Street, located in the heart 
of the financial district in Lower Manhattan. In more recent years, it has started 
to broaden its coverage into other kinds of news, to capture a larger audience. 
The paper was started in 1889 and has come a long way from its humble 
beginnings, to have the largest circulation of any US newspaper. It has won a 
total of 37 Pulitzer prizes in its run.

Exercise 1
Which newspaper
1. Was founded by a former banker _______________________________
2. Established a prize in 1948 ____________________________________
3. Is the proud winner of 125 Pulitzer awards________________________
4. Is based in the nation’s capital _________________________________
5. Used to be a business-focused newspaper _______________________
6. Had its initial focus was on national politics and the federal government 

_________________________________________________________
7. Initiated the Watergate scandal________________________________
8. Has the largest circulation of any US newspaper

Exercise 2
Translate the following words of president Thomas Jefferson and comment 

on them.
Do you think that these words are still significant? Why?
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Exercise 3 

Choose a Russian newspaper and make a short presentation about it.  
Speak about its content, history, the way it exists now. Don’t forget to 

mention the famous journalists that worked there. 

Revise your grammar

Forms and uses of the Passive

to be in the appropriate form + past participle

• The passive is not used in the present perfect continuous, the past perfect 
continuous and future continuous for reasons of style.

• We can use passive in all other tenses and in other verb forms.

ACTIVE PASSIVE

Infinitive to do to be done

Perfect Infinitive to have done to have been done

Participle and Gerund doing being done

Perfect participle/ 
Gerund

having done having been done
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Use of Passive
• We use passive when the receiver of the action of more important than 

the performer (subjects like ‘someone, some people’)
The local cinema was closed down five years ago.
The 10/30 flight to Greece has been delayed.

• The passive is often used to avoid a change of subject in a sentence:
When they got to the police station, they were immediately questioned. 
He went by train and was met at the station. 

• The passive is often used with verbs of saying and believing in these constructions:
It + passive + that clause:
It is expected that many people will join us soon.

Subject + passive + to-infinitive
She is considered to be the best teacher.
The train is expected to come at 5.

Exercise 1.
Rewrite the sentences, putting the verbs into passive
1. They should have given us the information.
The information should have been given to us.                                         

2. I don’t like someone telling me what to do. 

___________________________________________________________

3. I hope they will choose his article for the local newspaper. 

___________________________________________________________

4. Everyone believes that many more people will die of skin cancer over the 
next ten years. 

___________________________________________________________

5. We can’t take the car. People in the garage are repairing it. 

___________________________________________________________

6. The windows are dirty, no one has cleaned them for weeks. 

___________________________________________________________
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Exercise 2
Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form and tense. Some of the webs 

should be in the passive and some in the active. 

1. More and more articles ________(write) about the new disease. Journalists 
______ (write) that many people __________(kill) by it every day. 

2. The article tells us that every spring many thousands of toads ________
(kill) on the roads as they _________(make) their way to the traditional 
breeding ponds.  

3. Two correspondents __________(arrest) yesterday. They ___________ 
(cover) the meeting of the miners’ trade unions. 

4. The chief editor __________(repeat) that all the facts should __________
(doublecheck). 

5. He is a famous journalist, but now he ____________(also/know) as a 
writer. His new book __________(publish) last year. 

6. His new essay __________(discuss) right now. You may join the 
discussion. 

7. I __________(disappoint). The article was not interesting at all. 
8. His ideas ____________(not/support) by the city council, but he 

___________ (believe) that they should __________(discuss) by the 
community. 

9. The circulation of this newspaper ___________(grow) recently. 
10. The problems of our factory workers ____________(seldom/cover) by 

big newspapers. 

Exercise 3
Choose an appropriate form of the following verbs to complete the sentences 

and write the corresponding passive sentence starting with the words given. 

appoint   bring   declare   demonstrate   help   introduce   see   tell  

1. People helped us with the car after the accident.
We were helped with the car after the accident.                                       
2. He ______________me to the chief editor after the meeting. 
I___________________________________________________________
3. Has anyone _______________the newspapers this morning?
Have newspapers______________________________________________
4. The Romans ______________rabbits to Britain as a source of food.
Rabbits______________________________________________________
5. Newspapers __________such stories to attract the readers’ attention.
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Such stories__________________________________________________
6. They __________him team captain for the whole of the World Cup. 
He_________________________________________________________
7. I am sure that Johnson ______________his suitability as the chief editor.
I am sure that his suitability________________________________________
8. They ____________Donald Trump winner of the election after a recount. 
Donald Trump_________________________________________________

Exercise 4
Translate the following sentences into English. 

1. Считается, что он – самый опытные журналист в этой газете. 
2. Ожидается, что новости об этом происшествии появятся в газетах 

завтра. 
3. Полагают, что эта работа будет закончена через три дня. 
4. Сообщается, что конференция назначена на завтра. 
5. Клиентам советуют покупать билеты заранее. 
6. Ожидается, что в этой стране возникнут серьезные экономические 

проблемы.
7. Статью уже напечатали. 
8. Встречу отложили, можешь не торопиться. 
9. Очень жаль, что ваше письмо потеряли. 
10. Их отвезли домой сразу после нашей встречи.  
 

Watch and listen
Ida B.Wells

• Watch the video. https://youtu.be/fygjGXnaV9w
• Fill in the gaps in the following sentences:
1. L____________ like this were happening all over the American South, 

often without any subsequent legal investigation or c______________ 
for the murderers.

2. A young journalist set out to ex____________ the truth about these 
killings. 

3. She started working as a journalist, writing under the p_____________ 
- Iola. 

4. Iola became a co________________ and owner of the newspaper ____
_________________________________________________________

5. Wells l_________________ investigation into lynching.
6. Her b___________ payed off.
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7. She did not h_________________ to confront powerful organizations.
8. She insisted on a______________ in full detail the atrocities taking place 

in the south.

• Write out all the dates from the video and mark all the events connected 
with the dates. 

1. _________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________________

• Retell the biography of Ida B. Wells. Do you feel inspired by the video?

Imagine that you have a chance to interview Ida B. Wells.

Prepare the interview and role-play it
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TEXT 4

Marie Colvin – giving voice to the voiceless. 

Marie Colvin was born in New York on January 12, 1956 and raised in 
Oyster Bay, Long Island. Upon graduating from high school, Marie attended Yale 
University where she got her start in journalism as a writer for the Yale Daily 
News. After graduating from Yale in 1978, Marie took her first job as a reporter 
with the Teamsters Union magazine. In 1982, Marie was hired as a reporter 
for United Press International (UPI) in New Jersey to cover local news. Later she 
was promoted to UPI Foreign Desk Editor and then Paris Bureau Chief. Marie 
was eventually offered a position to join The Sunday Times in the UK, where 
she would spend the rest of her career.   

In her 25 years writing for The Sunday Times, Marie became renowned for 
her victim-centered dispatches from the war zones of the world.  Her award-
winning career as a war reporter extended from the 1987 siege of Basra in the 
Iran-Iraq war to the 2012 siege of Baba Amr during the Syrian civil war.  She 
tirelessly worked to expose crimes against humanity, human rights abuses, and 
the ravages of war around the world.

Marie was a trailblazer for women in the field of war reporting, following in the 
footsteps of war correspondent Martha Gellhorn, who inspired Marie to take up 
journalism.  As a woman on the battlefield, she overcame numerous challenges. 
Marie’s reporting centered on war’s innocent victims - particularly women and 
children. Her style, as she told the American Journalism Review in 2000, was to 
“go in bare and eat what they eat, drink what they drink, sleep where they sleep.”

During the East Timor crisis in 1999, she was credited with averting a 
massacre.  She remained behind to report on 1,000 refugees under attack at a 
U.N. compound. When her male colleagues fled, she noted wryly: “They don’t 
make men like they used to.”
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In 2001, Marie was blinded in one eye while reporting from Sri Lanka when 
a grenade launched by a government soldier struck her causing serious injury. 
After a painful recovery, Marie returned to journalism, now wearing what would 
become her trademark eye-patch.  

After the Arab Spring erupted across the Middle East and North Africa in 
2011, Marie and photographer Paul Conroy traveled to Libya, Egypt, and Syria 
to report on unfolding events.  After covering wars in Chechnya, the Balkans, 
Sierra Leone, Iraq, and Libya, Colvin described the 2012 bombardment of Homs, 
Syria as the worst conflict zone she had ever seen. She was killed by Syrian 
government forces in a targeted artillery attack on February 22, 2012.

In describing her career, Marie once wrote: “I did not set out to be a war 
correspondent.  It has always seemed to me that what I write about is humanity 
in extremis, pushed to the unendurable, and that it is important to tell people 
what really happens in wars.” 

Marie remained committed to exposing the realities of war and its forgotten 
victims until the end.

(Abridged and adopted from https://cja.org)

Exercise 1. 
Translate the following words and pfrases and contextualize them to be 

promoted

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
to be offered a position

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
to become renowned for smth

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
a victim-centered dispatch

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
to expose crimes against humanity

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
an award-winning career

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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to be credited with smth

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
to avert

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
unfolding events

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
a targeted artillery attack

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
unendurable

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
to be to committed to smth

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Exercise 2
Discuss the following topics:
1. There are jobs for men and jobs for women. Do you agree with this 

statement?
2. Only a man (a woman) can become an outstanding war correspondent. 

Do you agree with this statement?
3. Watch the video about the film devoted to Marie Colvin https://youtu.be/

vdOPRLykvFA
4. Summarize the video. What new facts did you learn from the video?

Translate the passage into Russian

Like many female reporters who came after her, Colvin used misogyny to do 
some of her best work. Where women are seen as powerless, inconsequential, 
men are often incapable of treating female journalists as real adversaries and 
give them a relatively free pass.

Publicly, Colvin had little time for feminism, quoting famed reporter Martha 
Gellhorn’s line that “feminists nark me” in one article. Yet in private she was 
acutely aware of the constant demand to outshine men to get the same 
opportunities. She thought a lot about differences between her coverage and 
that of men who dominated the trade.
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One reason her reporting was so powerful is that it eschewed many of the 
traits tied to the trade’s macho image. She had no interest in military hardware, 
in picking out guns or helicopters or artillery.

She focused instead on what happens when metal hits flesh, the fate of 
women and children besieged, starved or fleeing. Rather than gathering stories 
too often dismissed as “soft” from survivors in refugee camps, she took extreme 
risks to document the horrors at the heart of conflict. “Maybe we feel the need 
to test ourselves more, to see how much we can take and survive,” she wrote 
of female journalists.

Her best work illuminated the cost of war through the pain of individuals: a 
teenager shot dead as she tried to race down a sniper alley for food, the details 
of her tiny gold earrings, her fist clenched, in the agonies of death, around a 
handful of earth.

(From https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/nov/10/marie-colvin-
legacy-film-memoir) 

• Supplementary reading

Read the article. Make the summary of the article. 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/politics/2012/08/marie-colvin-private-war
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• Discuss the following questions:
• Is TV often watched in your family?
• How much time do you usually spend watching TV? What about your 

parents? What about your grandparents?
• Does anyone in your family use TV as a news source?
• Do you watch any TV shows? Why? Why not?

• History of Television
• Watch the video  https://youtu.be/EVVVGmMX9QQ
• Answer the following questions:

1. When did television start?
2. Why was Selenium mentioned in the video?
3. Who is Paul Nipkow?
4. What is said about Karl Ferdinand Braun in the video?
5. What is an oscillograph? 
6. What happened in the 1920s? 
7. What do we learn about Charles Francis Jenkins and John L. Baird 

from the video?
8. What do we learn about Vladimir Zworykin from the video?
9. When did color TV appear?
10. Sum up all the new facts about TV that you have learned from the 

video.
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TEXT 1

According to statistic reports, television is still the most used electronic 
medium for U.S. adults. On average, Americans aged 18 and older 
spend almost four and a half hours a day watching TV, still beating the 
three hours they interact with their smartphone on an average day. 
 
While these findings certainly show that television is still relevant and 
shouldn’t be written off prematurely, a closer look reveals a trend that could 
spell doom for TV networks in the long run. According to Nielsen’s findings 
there appears to be a generation gap in TV consumption. While those aged 
50 and older spend close to six (ages 50-64) and more than seven hours 
(ages 65+) a day in front of the TV, young adults watch significantly less TV. 
 
While some of this difference might be explained by the fact that many people 
over the age of 65 are retired and thus have more time to watch TV, the fact 
that younger people are more likely to use streaming services such as Netflix 
and Amazon Prime Video instead of watching “traditional” TV probably also 
plays a role in this.

(https://www.statista.com/chart/15224/daily-tv-consumption-by-us-adults/)
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Useful vocabulary
on average – в среднем
relevant – значимый
write off – сбрасывать со счетов
prematurely – преждевременно
trend – тенденция

Exercise 1
• Analyze the chart. What conclusions can you make? Do you agree with 

the statistic report?
• Why are young people less interested in watching TV than older generation? 
• What makes TV attractive to the generation of your grandfathers and 

mothers?

Exercise 2
• Imagine that an owner of a local tv channel commissioned a research to 

you. You are to study the chart and to give him/her some recommendations 
concerning the content of the channel. What recommendations will you 
give?

TEXT 2

Television in facts and figures.
• Study the figures and comment on them. 
• What conclusions can we make?
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Critics blame television for everything from obesity to the murder rate. While 
TV is easy to criticize, and much of the criticism is justified, we also need to 
keep in mind that television benefits society in many important ways.

Today, the average American watches close to four hours of TV each day. 
Based on this, by age 65, the average U.S. citizen will have spent nearly 9, 
nonstop, 24 hour-a-day years glued to «the tube.»

The following provides even more insight into the power of television — and 
suggests some sobering things to think about.

 98. 5 percent of U.S. households have at least one television set

 90% of U.S. households have two or more TV sets

 87% of U.S. households have at least one DVD or PVR player

 The average U.S. home has the TV on more than 51 hours a week. (Obviously, 
the TV is on many more hours a week than each family member spends 
watching it.)
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TV and Children

 81% of children ages 2-7 watch TV alone and unsupervised

 70% of day care centers use TV during a typical day

 54% of 4-6 year-olds who, when asked to choose between watching TV and 
spending time with their fathers, said they would prefer to watch television

 It has been shown that children who watch TV more than 10 hours a week 
suffer negative academic effects

 The average American child ages 2-11 watches television 20 hours a week

TV and Violence

 By age 18, the average American child sees 200,000 violent acts on TV.

 By age 18, children witnesses almost 20,000 murders on TV — most by 
handguns.

 73% of the time the people in TV dramas who commit violent acts go 
unpunished.

 47% percent of violent situations show no real harm to the victims, and 58 
percent show no real pain.

 Only 4 percent of violent programs show nonviolent alternatives to solve programs.

 80% of Hollywood executives think there is a link between TV violence and 
real-life violence.
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TV and Obesity

 During Saturday morning cartoons there are typically more than 200 «junk-
food» commercials.

 At least 12 medical studies link excessive television watching to increasing 
rates of obesity.

 In 1963, 4.5% of children ages 6 to 11 were seriously overweight; by 
2009, this percentage had more than tripled.

 

TV and Commercials

 Before graduating high school the average U.S. child will see 360,000 
commercials.

 By age 65, this number will expand to two-million commercials.

 The number of commercials in TV programs per hour has been increasing 
each year.

(Abridged and adopted from https://www.cybercollege.com/frtv/frtv030.htm)

TEXT 3

Why do we watch TV? 

We like to be entertained. We like excitement. We like to see handsome men 
and sexy women. We like to safely experience the experiences of other people. 
We like to be drawn into fantasy worlds that we will probably never be able to 
experience first hand.

But, maybe most of all, we like to passively relax in front of “the tube,” select 
our experiences, and let them flood over us without any real effort on our part.

What’s wrong with that?
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Nothing. In fact, to stay mentally and physically healthy, it’s important to 
spend some time relaxing each day.

Plus, it’s been proven that it’s healthy to laugh and release our tensions. And 
then there’s the information we gain from TV.

We first realized the impact of TV during the mid-1900s. U.S. citizens had 
been reading about the civil rights struggle for decades. But it was only when 
TV came along in the 50s and 60s and viewers saw in TV news footage what 
was really happening, that the country amassed political pressure to take action 
to change things.

U.S. citizens had also read about war for decades. But when they started 
seeing newsreel footage of dead, maimed, and wounded American soldiers 
every night on TV as a result of the Vietnam war, the majority of the country 
soon tuned against the war.

Before television, children had no idea what most foreign countries or their 
peoples looked like, or how they lived. Most exotic animals and fish were only 
names in books. Letters, numbers, and words were things that you started 
learning when you got to first grade. However, because of television, most 
children are now familiar with these things even before they start school.

• Find equivalents to the following words and phrases and contextualize them

развлекать

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
испытать что-либо самостоятельно

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
затопить, захлестнуть

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
борьба за гражданские права

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
отснятый материал

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
кинохроника

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
калечить, уродовать

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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собрать, накопить

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
предпринять действия

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

• Compare the facts and opinions from the texts 2 and 3. Fill in the box:

Advantages of TV Disadvantages of TV

• List as many advantages and disadvantages as you can. 
• Translate the following article into English. Discuss the passage. 

Россияне больше не доверяют ТВ, интернет вышел на 1-е место с большим 
отрывом

Аналитики консалтинговой компании Deloitte опубликовали отчёт  
«Медиапотребление в России в 2019». Он содержит ряд интересных цифр и 
показывает тенденции, как меняются предпочтения российской аудитории. 
 
Некоторые ключевые выводы:

• Рекордное снижение рейтинга доверия телевидению (до 28%). 
Аудитория в возрасте от 20 до 24 лет и жители Москвы смотрят 
телевизор значительно реже (на 16 и 8 п. п. ниже среднего показателя 
соответственно).

• Интернет стал основным источником информации и по популярности 
(78%) и по уровню доверия (42%).

• YouTube вышел на 1-е место среди самых популярных ресурсов 
(обогнал «Вконтакте»).

• Смартфон — основное устройство для выхода в интернет (88%) и для 
игр (54%).

• Среди мессенджеров уровень распространённости за год больше 
всего вырос у Telegram 
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Интернет остаётся одним из наиболее динамично развивающихся 
медиаканалов: опыт россиян, связанный с его использованием, становится 
всё более глубоким и многогранным. Интернет всё чаще используется в 
повседневной жизни, и всё большая доля россиян не могут представить свою 
жизнь без него.  По мере накопления пользователями опыта повышаются их 
требования к качеству потребляемого контента и формату транслируемой 
информации. Это стимулирует развитие платных моделей распространения 
контента в интернете и создаёт широкие перспективы его коммерциализации. 
 
Показатели за 2015−2019 годы показывают увеличение потребления 
медиаконтента через цифровые каналы: интернет и электронные игры. 
Также заметен рост популярности видеоигр. С другой стороны, снижается 
популярность телевидения, чтения бумажных книг и печатных СМИ.

• Prepare a round-table discussion about the future of TV, based on the 
texts from your reading tasks.

Discuss the following issues:
• Does TV have any future in the age of the Internet?
• What makes TV so influential in your country?
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Revise your grammar

Conditionals
Name Form Time Function Example 
Zero 
conditional

If + present, 
present

Present Shows an 
outcome that 
happens if 
a repeated 
condition is 
met

•	 If it rains, 
the grass 
gets wet.

First conditional

(real condition)

If + present, 
will + verb

Present/Future Shows the 
outcome that 
will happen if 
a condition is 
met

•	 If he asks 
me for help, 
I will help 
him.

•	 When the 
rain stops, 
Mary will go 
out.

•	 He will not 
talk to you 
unless you 
apologize. 

Second 
conditional 

(Unreal 1)

If + Past, 
would + verb

Shows an 
unlikely or 
impossible 
outcome

•	 If he did not 
smoke so 
much, he 
would feel 
much better. 

•	 If cows flew, 
there would 
be many 
air-crashes. 

Third 
Conditional 

(Unreal 2)

If +had + P.P., 
would + have 
+ P.P.

Past Shows a past 
regret? Jr 
a different 
outcome, that 
would have 
happened 
if a specific 
condition had 
been met

•	 If he had 
not lost the 
map, we 
would have 
found the 
village. 

•	 If you had 
told me 
the truth, I 
would have 
forgiven 
you. Now it 
is too late. 
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Exercise 1
Open the brackets

1. When the rain ___________(stop), I will open the window. 
2. If I __________________(tell) her the truth, she would have forgiven 

me. 
3. He smokes too much. If he _______________ (smoke) less, he 

__________ feel better. 
4. He did not explain the rules. If he ______________ (explain) the rules, 

we would ____ ___________ (win) the game.
5. I don’t think that I _______________ (agree) to come even if he 

__________________ (to invite) me. But he did not.
6.  I will translate this text if you ____________ (give) me the dictionary. 
7. When the time _____________ (come), you ______________ 

(understand) that your mother was right. 
8. I _______________ (give)you some money if I __________ (have) any. 

Unfortunately, my purse is empty. 
9. Nobody knows him, because his books were not published. If his books 

______________ (published), he ______________ (become) very 
famous. 

10. Children don’t read books nowadays. If they ______________ (read) 
more books, they __ ______________ (make) fewer spelling mistakes.

11. If he _________________ (know) about our arrival, he 
___________________ (warn) Peter. But he did not warn him.

12. The meeting will begin as soon as the British delegation _________________ 
(arrive).

13. We will not begin the meeting unless the chairperson ________________ 
(come).

14. He did not go to the party. If he ______________ (go) there, he 
________________ (meet) Jane. 

15. He __________________ (trust) you if he _______________ (know) 
you better. Unfortunately, he has never heard about you. 

Exercise 2
Finish the sentence

1. If I had a chance to travel, ____________________________________
2. If my mother had known______________________________________
3. As soon as ________________________________________________
4. I will be glad to go there, if____________________________________
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5. She will not believe us unless__________________________________
6. If I were you, ______________________________________________
7. If I had more free time_______________________________________
8. If the editor________________________________________________
9. If you talked to your sister, ___________________________________
10. If I had not lost ____________________________________________
11. When spring comes _________________________________________
12. If you had done_____________________________________________
13. As soon as your friend________________________________________
14. If he had known____________________________________________
15. What would you do if_________________________________________

Exercise 3
Translate the following sentences into English.

1. Если бы я тогда знал о твоем решении, я принял бы серьезные меры. 
2. Как только ты напишешь письмо своей сестре, она приедет. 
3. Если бы ты чаще разговаривал со своими коллегами, вы лучше 

понимали бы друг друга. 
4. Если ты закончишь перевод к понедельнику, мы сможем напечатать 

статью во вторник. 
5. Я не буду разговаривать с ним, если он не извинится. 
6. Мы бы не пригласили его, если бы его книги не были так популярны. 
7. Если бы он не потерял документы, мы закончили бы работу вовремя. 
8. Если бы она больше читала по-английски, она знала бы больше слов. 
9. Если ты запрешь эту дверь, студенты не смогут утром ее открыть. 
10. Если бы у него были деньги, он купил бы новый компьютер. Но он 

этого не сделал. 
11. Она обожает шопинг. Если бы у нее были деньги, она ходила бы по 

магазинам каждый день.
12.  Он очень зол на тебя. Если бы ты рассказал ему обо всем, он не был 

бы так обижен. 
13. Если бы автор этой статьи проверил все факты, мы не попали бы в 

такую сложную ситуацию. 
14. Если она сможет приехать к нам в июле, мы поедем на море вместе. 
15. Если бы она приезжала почаще, мы ездили бы на море вместе. 
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TEXT 4

How to Become a TV News Anchor

BY 
RACHEL DEAHL

 
TV news anchors are the people who present the news at the various 

television stations and networks. You know these people—the ones sitting 
behind a desk or out on the beat telling you what happened in the world that 
day. Whether broadcasting from a small local station or manning one of the 
broadcast network’s primetime news shows, TV news anchors compile news 
stories and deliver them.

Being a news anchor requires a number of skills, the first of which is a 
comfort level in front of the camera. An element of show business comes with 
the job of a news anchor—not only do you need to be comfortable in front of 
the camera, but you need to connect with the audience so that people want 
to watch you. Feeling comfortable speaking to the camera is not a skill most 
people are born with, but you can acquire and hone it.
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Excellent verbal, written, improvisational, and interviewing skills are 
imperative. Add to those qualities persistence and objectivity, physical 
stamina, being a team player, projecting a professional image, and having a 
knowledge of social media.

While news anchor jobs come with a lot of visibility and fame, the position 
also comes with long hours, hard work, constant deadlines, and unpredictable 
natural and world events. These range from political scandals to school shootings 
to terrorist attacks. Anchors need a stomach for negative stories and the 
ability to remain objective and unemotional in the face of disaster.

Television news anchors must have a bachelor’s degree in broadcast journalism 
or communications, relevant internship experience, and work experience in 
smaller cities. Learning the craft in small markets provides necessary training if 
a broadcast journalist wants to work their way up and become successful. While 
not required for employment, completing a master’s degree program provides 
students with additional training in the field. Master’s degrees are available in 
broadcast journalism and communications. 

Aspiring anchors need to spend time in front of the camera. Most people get 
jobs because they have a tape of their work on-air. Before you look for a job as an 
anchor, complete an internship at a local station (if it affords you some air time), or 
study communications in college. Once you have a tape, start looking for jobs at local 
stations. There are also myriad opportunities on-air at various cable news channels.

• Check the meaning of highlighted words in the dictionary. Use them in 
the sentences of your own.  

• Do you have necessary qualities to become an anchor? Would you like to? 
Why? Why not?

• Do you think that special training in journalism is essential for an anchor?
• Who is the best news anchor in your country? Why do you think so?

The Groundbreaking story of Oprah Winfrey
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• Watch the video.
https://youtu.be/45D6LAUXExc

• Choose the best answer

1. Oprah changed her name because
A. People misspelled it
B. People mispronounced it
C. People often forgot it

2. Oprah’s grandmother was
A. Very ambitious about her granddaughter’s future
B. Wanted Oprah to become a TV star
C. Wanted the girl to choose the same job as she had

3. Oprah spent her first six years with
A. Her mother
B. Her father
C. Her grandmother

4. Oprah learned to read
A. Rather late
B. Rather early
C. At the age of 5

5. As a child, Oprah was abused by
A. Her relatives
B. Her neighbors
C. Her friends. 

6. What does Oprah call ‘the greatest relief of her life’?
A. The fact that her secret came out
B. The fact that her family member wanted to help her
C. The fact than nobody knew her secret

7. Oprah’s father said: “This is your second chance!” when
A. Her child was born
B. Her child died
C. Her child grew up
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8. Oprah studied in a school
A. For poor children
B. Colored children
C. Rich children

9. Oprah’s father was 
A. Cruel
B. Smart
C. Encouraging

10. Oprah won
A. A beauty contest
B. A sport competition
C. A prize for drawing

11. ‘People are talking’ was
A. A news program 
B. A radio station 
C. A talk show

12. ‘Windy City’ is a traditional name for
A. Chicago
B. New-York
C. Washington

13. Oprah won an award as 
A. An actress
B. A playwright
C. Film director

14. The first episode of her own show was aired in 
A. 1985
B. 1984
C. 1986

15. ‘Oprah’s Angel Network’ is
A. An academy
B. A school
C. A charity foundation
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• Answer the following questions:
1. What have you learned about Oprah’s childhood?
2. What have you learned about Oprah’s education?
3. Comment on the Oprah’s words: “Forgive the Past, take responsibility 

and move forward”.
4. Speak about Oprah’ first career steps.
5. What happened in 1978? How did this event influence Oprah’s career?
6. Speak about Oprah’s acting experience.
7. Speak about Oprah’s ‘Empire’. 
8. What can you say about Oprah as a philanthropist?

• Write out two quotations that impressed you most of all in the video. 
Comment on them.

• Watch the interview: https://youtu.be/gTotbiUjLxw
• What can you say about Oprah’s interviewing style?
• What made her so successful? 

• Writing
Write an essay on one of the following topics:
1. Future of television in the XXI century.
2. The TV personality I respect
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• Let’s define it.
• What does the term ‘citizen journalism’ mean? 
• Whom would you call a ‘citizen journalist’?

Discuss these questions in pairs and come up with your definitions. 
Watch the video: https://youtu.be/y78eNmIS3Wo

Fill in the following gaps:
1. Citizen journalism is also known as:
a. _________________________________________________________

b. _________________________________________________________

c. _________________________________________________________

d. _________________________________________________________

e. _________________________________________________________

2. Radish defined citizen journalism as ‘an_____________ and_____________ 
form of newsgathering and _________that functions outside ____________
media institutions, often as a response to __________ in the professional 
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journalistic field, that uses similar journalistic practices but is driven by different 
objectives and relies on __________sources of legitimacy than traditional or 
________ journalism’.

3. New media technology, such as _________and media-sharing websites, 
have made citizen journalists more __________ to people worldwide. Due 
to the availability of technology, citizens often can report ______news more 
quickly than traditional media reporters. 

Answer the following question:
1. What is the difference between community journalism and citizen 

journalism?
2. What is ‘collaborative journalism’? 

TEXT 1

Citizen Journalism and its benefits
• Before you read
What advantages and disadvantages of citizen journalism can you name?
Discuss the question in pairs.
Read the text to check if your arguments were mentioned in it. 

Anyone can take on this job without any formal training. The citizen 
journalism activities are popular all across the world and you often see the 
reporting from these unconventional journalists in the print news media, 
television, and on the internet news channels. The popularity of this field has 
attracted many people to be part of it. Thus, it becomes vital to know about the 
top benefits of this citizen journalism field. This is a new wave in the journalism 
industry. The citizens work to gather, analyze, disseminate, and report the news. 
The citizens play an active role in journalism outside traditional media journalism 
institutes. It often fills in the gap created due to shortcomings in the media and 
news industry. Citizen journalism is also known by different names such as 
democratic journalism, public journalism, participatory journalism, etc.

Top 3 Benefits of Citizen Journalism

1. Easy Access to Present Events
Today’s world is a high-tech world and everyone is tech-savvy. The 

proliferation of online media platforms such as Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, 
made the dissemination of information easier and faster. Furthermore, the easy 
access to camera and internet through Smartphones made it easy to capture 
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news in real-time. All these technical inventions and their affordability have set 
the stage for citizen journalism. Without any educational qualification accredited 
from a journalism institute and acceptance from any news or media channel, 
anyone can take part in the participatory journalism activities.

2. Provide a Different Point of View
In citizen journalism activities, laymen take part and that is why they 

represent the facts and news based on their own perspective and from the 
point of view of the local people in that area or city. This helps in disseminating 
different perspectives to the authority and public. It also engages the local 
viewer in the masses to bring positive changes in the society and government.

3. Assist Qualified Journalists
There are many newspapers and television channels that welcome citizen 

journalism. In fact, there are some citizens who take an active part in this field 
and that’s why they often get various opportunities to get featured in the big 
news headlines or to assist qualified professional journalists who mastered the 
skills of journalism from the top journalism institute and field experience.

Citizen journalism is not just a field! It has become passion followed by 
many people. Every now and then, the public witness video clips, pictures, and 
even written news updates from different areas of the world reported by these 
citizen journalists. This has added one interesting layer into this field. This even 
made it easy to follow the passion if one couldn’t identify the same earlier or 
couldn’t pursue a professional career due to any other reason. Even internet-
based participatory journalism lets citizen journalists make money in different 
ways. In a nutshell, it is an alluring and growing field.

(Abridged and adopted from https://www.nimcj.org/blog-detail/citizen-
journalism-and-its-top-3-advantages.html

• Essential vocabulary
Translate the words from the list. Contextualize them.

unconventional
vital
disseminate
institute
savvy
proliferation
capture
affordability
accredit
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layman
perspective
feature
nutshell
allure

Exercise 1
Translate the following sentences into Russian:
1. An important feature of this program is that it involves foreign students.
2. Her hair is her most attractive feature.
3. This car has some excellent design features. 
4. Have you seen the new feature film?
5. The logo of this Australian company features a kangaroo. 
6. The newspaper is running a three-part feature on the city hospital.
7. Environmental issues must feature in the politics of all the governments. 

Exercise 2
• Have you ever heard about Anton Nosik? Google this name and 

find out what makes this person famous. 
• Retell the following text in English, using the vocabulary from the 

previous text.

Сам термин «гражданская журналистика», на мой взгляд, неверен. Есть 
просто журналистика. Если же говорить о том, смогут ли блогеры потеснить 
или даже заменить журналистов, то я отвечу - нет. Дело в том, что журналист 
- это человек, профессионально занимающийся сбором и распространением 
информации, которому платят за это деньги. Иными словами, ремесленник, 
в хорошем значении этого слова.

Блогер же, занимается сбором и распространением информации не 
столь целенаправленно, не имея мощного стимула к этому, как зарплата. 
Иными словами, это - любитель, который не обязан проверять правдивость 
той или иной информации, которую публикует. Сейчас блогерство активно 
дополняет журналистику и периодически помогает ей находить те или 
иные темы. Или, наоборот, критикует журналистику, указывая ей на те или 
иные недочеты в материалах. Часто журналисты сами являются активными 
блогерами. И в этом случае блог выступает в роли личного СМИ.

В свое время, с возникновением кино думали, что теперь театр умрет. 
Потом, такие же страхи возникли, когда было изобретено телевидение, 
которое, вроде бы, должно было отменить кино. Затем, на «арену» 
выступил интернет и возникли горячие дискуссии о том, что вот теперь-
то телевидению придет конец. На самом же деле, все вышеперечисленное 
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мирно сосуществует, дополняя досуг среднестатистического гражданина 
любой страны.

Главная опасность: у любителей нет никакой ответственности. Их 
профессиональная деятельность и зарплата не зависят от репутации, они 
могут сообщать о любых фактах.

Кроме того, публика вообще любит всякие сенсации, даже если потом 
они оказываются утками. Главная опасность для профессиональных 
журналистов - на эти утки «вестись». К сожалению, многие наши коллеги 
начинают писать серьезные (якобы серьезные), аналитические статьи в 
якобы серьезные издания, вся фактура для которых берется из блогов этих 
журналистов-любителей. 

Авторитет информации очень сильно упал с появлением блогов, с 
развитием интернета. Сейчас, когда появляется новость, более-менее 
знающие люди не начинают ее сразу же воспроизводить, а считают своим 
долгом тщательно и несколько раз ее проверить. 

Я не вижу особой опасности для профессионального журналиста, хотя в 
профессиональной журналистике я разочаровался полностью. Ее оттеснили 
на второй план интернет и телевидение. Если лет тридцать-сорок назад 
скорость передачи информации была другой, и фотограф имел возможность 
воздействовать на общественное сознание, на психологию общества 
через какие-то социальные проблемы внутри страны, находясь вне ее, то 
сейчас телевидение имеет необъятные возможности. Можно моментально 
передавать сообщения с места события, терактов, снимать мыльницами, 
мобильными телефонами. И вот вы утром встали, включили телевизор, 
по которому идет какая-то информационная программа, повторяющаяся 
через каждые 20-30 минут. Вы услышали что-то краем уха, краем глаза 
увидели изображение - и вы уже информированы, то есть представляете, 
что происходит. Вас не интересует глубокое проникновение в суть того 
или иного события, но визуально вы его представляете. Если есть интерес 
проникнуть глубже - вы отправляетесь в Интернет. Но рано или поздно 
обществу понадобится проникнуть в суть событий, в суть человеческих 
отношений.

Oпасность для профессиональной журналистики есть. Но людей 
образованных, помимо чисто события, интересует его глубина. Это основа 
всего: и литературы, и журналистики, и любого искусства. Не нужно этого 
бояться. Пусть будет и так. Любой человек переварит в течение какого-то 
времени полученную информацию и, если захочет большего, обратится к 
профессиональной журналистике. Никуда он от этого не денется.

Антон Носик

•	 Answer the following questions
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1. What main key points does the author make? 
2. Do you share his ideas about professional journalism? Do you feel that 

nowadays people do not trust conventional journalists anymore? Why 
(why not)?

• Comment on the cartoon.
Do you think that professional photography is not as important as it 

used to be 20 years ago? Justify your viewpoint!

TEXT 2

The Live-Streamers Who Are Challenging Traditional Journalism

By Andrew Marantz
The New-Yorker magazine
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In 2011, when Tim Pool was twenty-five, he was living with his brother in 
Virginia, playing guitar and making skateboarding videos. He sometimes called 
himself anti-authoritarian or “pro-transparency,” but he didn’t think of himself 
as very political. After seeing a viral video from Occupy Wall Street, he bought 
a one-way bus ticket to New York. He had no training as a journalist, but he 
witnessed things that seemed newsworthy, so he took out his cell phone and 
started recording. One day, as the police tried to evict the protesters by force, 
he filmed for twenty-one hours straight. In case his phone got confiscated, he 
broadcast his footage online, in real time. 

“Pool is clearly an activist and supporter of Occupy Wall Street as well as 
a reporter of it,” the press critic Jay Rosen wrote, on his blog. But, Rosen 
continued, “we should focus less on ‘who’s a journalist’ and more on valid acts of 
journalism.” Time’s Person of the Year for 2011 was the Protester, and the magazine 
mentioned Pool, among other citizen journalists. He started experimenting with 
new technologies: drones, gimbals, Google Glass. As the New York encampment 
wound down, he imagined a project called the Occumentary—he would drive 
to Occupy protests around the country, live-streaming the whole time. “A lot of 
documentaries are biased—they leave out a lot of information,” Pool said in an 
interview around that time. In the Occumentary, he said, “you are going to see 
every second of it. You will get to see everything real and raw.”

The Occumentary never happened. Instead, Pool became one of the first 
employees at Vice News, covering uprisings in Thailand, Turkey, Egypt, and 
Ferguson, Missouri. Although he now had access to expensive equipment, his 
style remained the same—breathless, immediate, live when possible.

Last year, Pool went solo, and began putting out his “Timcasts” on Twitter, 
Periscope, and YouTube. He now has a hundred and forty-five thousand YouTube 
subscribers and he uploads at least one video a day. His funding comes from ads 
and audience donations. Dozens of other YouTube demi-celebrities do what Pool 
does—what could be called amateur journalism, except that they sometimes 
make a good living from it.

https://youtu.be/UYXeNfxFfs4
In a video called “Understanding Fake News,” Pool sits at a picnic table 

near a motel parking lot. Wearing his trademark beanie and speaking in a tone 
of dispassionate authority, he explains that “institutional news” shouldn’t be 
trusted, because much of it is “propaganda” or “hyperpartisan content.” What 
would inspire a media company to mislead its audience? “Money. It’s really not 
that complicated.” By contrast, he says, “the content I produce isn’t coming at 
the behest of a corporation or a government. No one tells me what I can and 
can’t report on, and no one tells me what to say.” 

During Pool’s time as an independent journalist, he has interviewed many 
people. He doesn’t always ask them tough questions. “I’m not on anybody’s 
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side, but I let everyone have their say,” Pool said. “I try not to judge people.” 
A journalist’s first task is to gather information without fear or favor. The next 
task, which is equally crucial, is to scrutinize the data—to separate the facts 
from the fulsome bullshit.

Every news consumer should be on guard against flimsy arguments or 
tendentious cuts. We can and should question journalists’ motives. But, if we 
demand that journalists have no motives at all, we’ll be forced to outsource the 
job to algorithms and drones, which are—so far, at least—even less thoughtful 
than humans.

• Find English equivalents to the following words and expressions
Авторитарный
прозрачность
быть свидетелем
заслуживать упоминания в новостях
отснятый материал
палаточный лагерь
восстание
подписчик
загрузить видео
ввести в заблуждение
по заказу
высказаться
тщательно исследовать
передавать часть работы другому исполнителю

• Comment on the following quotation.
Do you share Tim’s viewpoint? Why? Why not? 

‘My friends, journalism is dead. What has replaced it is a corrupt propagandistic 
establishment to serve the elites’.

Tim Pool

Revise your grammar 

Reported Speech

In reported speech, the tense used in the speaker’s original words is usually 
moved back a tense when the reporting verb (said, told etc.) is in the past. The 
tense does not change if the reporting verb is in present, present perfect or 
future. 
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Speaker’s words Reported Speech

Present simple Past simple
Present continuous Past continuous
Present perfect Past perfect
Present perfect continuous Past perfect continuous
Past simple Past perfect
Past continuous Past perfect continuous
Past perfect Past perfect
Going to (future) Was going to
Shall/will Would 
Shall in offers and suggestions should
Must Had to
can could

Verbs in reporting

advise smb    agree     decide      encourage      invite       
offer    promise      refuse    warn     remind      persuade

+INFINITIVE

accuse smb of    agree on/about     apologize for     
complain about     insist on    recommend      suggest     
complain about     warn against         + GERUND

agree    complain     decide     insist     recommend     
suggest    announce    boast    claim    

+ THAT CLAUSE

Exercise 1
Change the direct speech into reported speech: 

1. The secretary has said, «The press conference is taking place now in the 
main hall».

___________________________________________________________
2. My boss has said, «The article will be published on Monday».

___________________________________________________________

3. Her daughter said, «I am not listening to music now».

___________________________________________________________
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4. My friend said, «I have visited all these places».

___________________________________________________________
5. Tom said, «‘I am a first year student now».

___________________________________________________________
6. She said, «I have not been speaking to him since yesterday».

___________________________________________________________
7. The witness said, «I was in the library two days ago».

___________________________________________________________
8. The suspect said, «I was not watching TV in my home at 8 o’clock».

___________________________________________________________
9. The teacher said, «They have been writing since early morning».

___________________________________________________________
10. He said, «I will visit you next Friday».

___________________________________________________________
11. She said, «I will be leaving my home at 10 o’clock tonight».

___________________________________________________________

* * *
1. John asked, «Has anybody seen the new documentary? »

___________________________________________________________
2. He asked, «Are you listening to music now? »

___________________________________________________________
3. She asked, «Have you been working hard on this problem? »

___________________________________________________________
4. She asked, «Were you in the library yesterday? »

___________________________________________________________
5. He asks, «Is she working in this magazine now? »

___________________________________________________________
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6. He asks, «Has she been reading this article since Monday? »

___________________________________________________________
7. The editor asked, «Can anybody tell me what you have been discussing 

all the time? »

___________________________________________________________
8. He asked, «Will you be at President’s press conference tonight? »

___________________________________________________________

* * *
.
1. Where is he going? (He didn’t tell anybody…)

___________________________________________________________
2. Where has he gone? (Did you know…)

___________________________________________________________
3. Where is he? (Did you know…)

___________________________________________________________
4. When is he leaving school? (I wanted to know…)

___________________________________________________________
5. Where does he live? (Nobody knew…)

___________________________________________________________
6. When will he come back? (She asked them…)

___________________________________________________________
7. Where did she buy this hat? (He wanted to know…)

___________________________________________________________
8. How much did she pay for it? (I had no idea…)

___________________________________________________________
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* * *
1. The army captain said, «Don’t shoot!»

___________________________________________________________
2. The police officer said, «Put your hands over your head!»

___________________________________________________________
3. The flight attendant said, «Fasten your seat belts!»

___________________________________________________________
4. The teacher said, «Don’t use your dictionaries!»

___________________________________________________________
5. The doctor said, «Take this medicine three times a day.»

___________________________________________________________
6. The firefighter said, «Don’t go near the house, it is dangerous!»

___________________________________________________________

* * *
1. “Don’t do it!” She ___________________________________________ 

2. “I’m leaving tomorrow” She ___________________________________ 

3. “Please get me a cup of tea” She ________________________________ 

4. “She got married last year” She ________________________________ 

5. “Be quick!” She _____________________________________________ 

6. “Could you explain number four, please?” She _________________________ 

7. “Where do you live?” She _____________________________________

8. “We went to the cinema and then to a Chinese restaurant” She ________

___________________________________________________________ 
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9. “I’ll come and help you at twelve” She____________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

10. “What are you doing tomorrow?” She ____________________________ 

11. “Don’t go!” She ____________________________________________ 

12. “Do you work in London?” She ________________________________ 

13. “Could you tell me where the post office is?” She ___________________

14. “Come here!” She __________________________________________ 

15. “I’ve never been to Wales” She _______________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

16. “Have you ever seen ‘Lord of the Rings’?” She _______________________ 

17. “I don’t like mushrooms” She _________________________________ 

18. “Don’t be silly!” She ________________________________________ 

19. “Would you mind waiting a moment please?” She _________________

___________________________________________________________ 

20. “How often do you play sport?” She _____________________________

Correct the mistakes in the sentences
1. The instructor asked me if I can swim and I said I can.
2. He said me that he had been waiting for me here.
3. She asked me where I had lived two years ago.
4. Mr. Grey told that he missed his hometown.
5. The parking attendant directed to park our car on the left.
6. The man asked the boy to tell him what is the time.
7. He wanted to know why Bob is missing a class today.
8. He asked me if Ted had been sick yesterday.
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Translate the following sentences into English

1. Она объявила, что переезжает в другой город в сентябре. 
2. Редактор заявил, что уже провел переговоры с новым заместителем. 
3. Корректор спросил, сможем ли мы закончить работу к вечеру. 
4. Он интересовался, какого числа была опубликована эта статья. 
5. Она рекомендовала мне поселиться в этом отеле. 
6. На конференции объявили, что книга будет напечатана в конце месяца. 
7. Он спросил меня, почему я не хочу ехать в командировку в Лондон. 
8. Шеф хочет знать, отправил ли ты письмо рекламодателям. 
9. Полицейский спросил, видел ли кто-нибудь подозреваемого тем 

утром. 
10. Нам приказали не покидать помещение. 

Netizen

Listen to the speech of the journalist and New Media producer Ahmed Shihab-
Eldin.  He shares his philosophies on the future of journalism. 

https://youtu.be/MKLPkODHo64

1. Give the definition of the word Netizen.
2. Can you call yourself a Netizen? Why?
3. Write down the main points the speaker made in his video. Do you agree 

with these main points? 
4. Comment on the phrase: “Truth is subjective”. Do you agree with this idea?

• Whom would you call the most popular New Media journalist in your 
country? What makes him/her so popular? 

• Roleplay a debate between the editors of a conventional and a new media 
outlet.

Speak about the future of your profession.
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• Read the following definition of investigative journalism.
Use your dictionary to translate it. 
 
Investigative Journalism means the unveiling of matters that are concealed 

either deliberately by someone in a position of power, or accidentally, behind 
a chaotic mass of facts and circumstances - and the analysis and exposure of 
all relevant facts to the public. In this way investigative journalism crucially 
contributes to freedom of expression and media development, which are at the 
heart of UNESCO’s mandate.

UNESCO has constantly fostered debate on media accountability and 
professional and ethical standards, which provide journalists with guiding 
principles and training materials on how to best exercise their profession. 
In collaboration with Arab Reporters for Investigative Journalism (ARIJ), 
UNESCO launched the first manual for investigative journalists in Arab States, 
entitled Story-Based Inquiry: A Manual for Investigative Journalists in 2009. 
Following the successful launch of the Manual which has been adopted by many 
journalism programs in the Arab States, Asia, the United States of America and 
the Russian Federation, UNESCO presented The Global Investigative Journalism 
Casebook, as complementary material for training purposes.

The role media can play as a watchdog is indispensable for democracy and 
it is for this reason that UNESCO fully supports initiatives to strengthen the 
capacity building of investigative journalism throughout the world. At a time 
of a widening communications ecosystem, journalism today needs to clearly 
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show its key value-add to the public interest. In this light, credible investigative 
stories, like the kind promoted in this book, are increasingly pivotal to public 
confirmation of the continuing importance of professional journalistic work in 
the coming years.

(from https://en.unesco.org/investigative-journalism) 

Muckrakers - A Visual History

https://youtu.be/a5TzAZDJbKQ

• Watch the video
• Fill in the gaps:
1. Muckrakers were ________-minded journalists, who spent their careers 

____________ corrupt leaders and ________________, founding and 
___ _________ the art of investigative journalism. 

2. Most of muckrakers had previously worked in newspapers that published 
_________ journalism or ________________stories intended to 
__________________in readers and sell more copies. 

3. McClure Magazine was founded by _____________________.
• Make a list of people and events mentioned in the video. Check the names. 
• Make a short report about one of the journalists mentioned in the video. 
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TEXT 1

• Watch the trailer. 
https://youtu.be/DC3YFyah_Yg
Have you seen the movie? What do you know about its plot? 

The scandal that brought down President Richard Nixon

What was ‘Watergate’?
At 2.30am on 17 June 1972, five burglars were discovered in the Democratic 

National Committee’s headquarters in the Watergate Hotel, about a mile from 
the White House. The break-in, which took place five months before the US 
presidential election, sparked a series of events that changed the course of the 
country’s history.

Why was this burglary different to any other?
The break-in was a follow-up to a forced entry the previous month, when 

the same men stole copies of top-secret documents and wiretapped the 
phones. When the wiretaps failed to work, they returned to finish the job. An 
FBI investigation revealed all five had links to the White House, in a chain of 
connections that went as high as Charles Colson, special counsel to President 
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Nixon, and showed them to be members of the Committee to Re-elect the 
President – nicknamed CREEP.

What was Nixon’s response?
Keen to distance himself from the scandal, Nixon declared no-one in the 

White House had been involved, but behind the scenes, he was involved in a 
massive cover-up. His campaign paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to the 
burglars to buy their silence. What’s more, in a flagrant abuse of presidential 
power, the CIA was instructed to block the FBI’s investigation into the source of 
funding for the burglary.

When did cracks start to appear in the cover-up?
Although Nixon won the election in November 1972, the scandal escalated. 

By the following January, seven men (‘the Watergate Seven’) went on trial 
for their involvement: five pleaded guilty, with the other two – former Nixon 
aides Gordon Liddy and James McCord – convicted of conspiracy, burglary and 
wiretapping. Soon after, a letter written by McCord alleged that five of the 
defendants had been pressured into pleading guilty during their trial. Others, 
too, began to crack under pressure. Presidential counsel John Dean, who initially 
tried to protect the presidency, was dismissed in April 1973 and later testified 
to the President’s crimes, telling a grand jury that he suspected conversations 
within the Oval Office had been taped. On 8 August, Nixon announced his 
resignation, the first US president ever to do so.
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Was Nixon the instigator of the whole affair?
It’s unlikely Nixon himself orchestrated the break-in: a taped conversation 

between the President and his Chief of Staff has Nixon asking “Who was the 
asshole who did it?”. But his role in covering up his administration’s involvement 
is unquestionable. At the time, however, Nixon was able to convince the public 
of his innocence and he won the election with 60.7 per cent of the popular vote.

What role did the media play in the President’s downfall?
The media was instrumental in keeping the scandal in the public eye, none 

more so than the Washington Post. Its reporters Bob Woodward and Carl 
Bernstein broke the most significant stories of the affair, and their investigation 
is credited with bringing down the President. Their story is portrayed in the 
1974 book All the President’s Men, later a film.

Who was ‘Deep Throat’?
Woodward and Bernstein owe much of their success to a secret FBI source 

known as ‘Deep Throat’, who steered the pair in the right direction, allegedly 
urging them to “follow the money”. Deep Throat remained anonymous until 
2005, when he was revealed as FBI number two, Mark Felt.

What were the consequences of Watergate?
Sixty-nine people were charged, with 48 found guilty, including Nixon’s 

Chief of Staff and Attorney General. Nixon continued to proclaim his innocence, 
declaring in 1977: “when the president does it, that means that it is not 
illegal”. He was eventually pardoned by President Ford, therefore escaping 
impeachment and prosecution.

(Abridged and adopted from https://www.historyextra.com/period/20th-
century)

Vocabulary studies
• Find English equivalents to the following words and expressions

штаб-квартира

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
взлом

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
зажечь, воспламенить

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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ход американской истории

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
продолжение

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
прослушивать телефонные разговоры

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
стремящийся к чему-либо

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
за кулисами

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
прикрытие, дымовая завеса

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
утверждать

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
расследование

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
оказать давление

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
уволить

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
подстрекатель, зачинщик

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
планировать, замышлять

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
направить 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
избежать

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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• Translate the following sentences into English
1. Этот скандал спровоцировал целую серию событий, изменивших ход 

истории страны.
2. Сегодняшнему событию предшествовало незаконное проникновение 

в штаб-квартиру компании. 
3. Позже выяснилось, что телефон босса прослушивался, и все его 

разговоры записывались. 
4. Президент не сумел дистанцироваться от скандала, и ему пришлось 

подать в отставку, хотя было очевидно, что не он был его 
непосредственным организатором.

5. Бывший агент ФБР признался, что всегда подозревал, что его 
телефонные разговоры записываются. 

6. На суде он сообщил присяжным, что считает себя невиновным. 
7. Считается, что именно эти два журналиста довели дело до отставки 

президента. 
8. Президенту США удалось избежать импичмента. 

Answer the following questions to the text

1. What for did the burglars enter the Watergate Hotel?
2. Why did they have to make the second attempt of the burglary?
3. What was the role of President Nixon in this scandal?
4. What was the role of the media in the president’s downfall?
5. Do you think that the consequences of Watergate were serious only for 

America?
6. How does the Watergate scandal characterize the American election 

system?

US presidents
 
Your guide to...
 
Politics
 
Feature
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TEXT 2

• Before you read
• What does the term WIKI mean?
• Read the definition in the box

A wiki is a website which allows people to add, modify, or delete the content 
via a web browser usually using a simple markup language or a text editor. 
Wikis use specialized wiki software and are usually created collaboratively. 
Wikis serve many different purposes, such as knowledge management and 
notetaking. 

The work “wiki” actually means “quick” or “fast” in Hawaiian. It was first 
used in 1994 by Ward Cunningham in Portland, Oregon. He developed his 
“WikiWikiWeb” after being inspired at Honolulu International Airport by an airport 
employee advising him to take the “Wiki Wiki Shuttle” between terminals; it 
was an alternative to “quick,” as he wanted to avoid the phrase “quick-web.”

The main characteristic of a Wiki is the ease with which a web page, called 
a “wiki page,” can be created and edited, often accepted without review or 
modification. Many wikis are open to the public and require no registration. 
Some do recommend logging in to provide for a “wiki signature cookie” to 
automatically sign edits. However, edits often appear in real-time. Private wiki 
systems may require registration and user authentication to edit, or even read, 
the content.

• Do you use information from Wikipedia in your everyday life? Why? Why 
not?

• Do you think that such information is trustworthy?
• What do you know about Julian Assange?
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Jailing of Assange: An attack on press freedom
17 December 2019
By Harald Schumann 

It has been nine-and-a-half-years since 
a shocking video went around the world. It 
showed American soldiers in a combat helicopter 
slaughtering 12 civilians on a street in Baghdad, 
including two journalists from the Reuters news 
agency. When a man drove up to help the victims, 
he and his two children were also shot. “Nice, 
good shoot,” shouted a member of the American 
crew. “Oh yeah, look at those dead bastards,” said 
another.

The recording demonstrated the cruelty of the 
war in American-occupied Iraq. At the same time, 
it marked the beginning of another tragic conflict: 
Julian Assange, the Australian computer nerd and 

pioneer of data journalism, who rose to world fame with his revelatory 
platform Wikileaks and the video sequences published there. He exposed 
bloodbaths, and published thousands of secret documents from the US Department 
of Defense and the US Department of State. America’s rulers pursued him as an 
enemy of the state and ‘cyberterrorist’, and now his life is at risk.

Since April 2019, the British authorities have been holding Assange in Belmarsh 
Maximum Security Prison, mostly in solitary confinement. Previously, he had 
spent nearly seven years under constant observation in exile at the Embassy 
of Ecuador in London until a new government in Quito yielded to pressure 
from the Trump government and handed him over to British justice.

Assange had fled to the embassy after the Swedish police demanded his 
transfer to Stockholm. He was facing questioning in relation to accusations 
against him of sexual offences. Assange, however, feared extradition from 
Sweden to the US. Critics called him paranoid and accused him of only wanting 
to escape the proceedings in Sweden. But Assange was right. Only a few hours 
after his expulsion from the embassy, the US government sent the extradition 
request. The Swedish Public Prosecutor’s Office, on the other hand, suddenly 
closed its investigation.

But now Assange suffers from “the typical symptoms of a person who 
has been subjected to mental torture for a prolonged period of time”. 
This manifests as “severe chronic anxiety states and a post-traumatic stress 
syndrome”. Nevertheless, British Home Secretary refuses to transfer him to a 
proper hospital or to end his isolation. 
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Sixty doctors from eight countries wrote an open letter to the British 
government in November, staring their serious concern that if treatment is 
not given urgently, “that Mr Assange could die in prison” But these calls 
for medical attention have gone unheeded.

In itself, this is a terrible injustice which calls into question Britain’s 
legal system. It is made worse by the fact that there is no legal basis for 
Assange’s extradition detention. The US government accuses him of espionage 
and “conspiracy to betray secrets,” but these accusations are contrived and 
violate the American constitution. Assange has neither used violence nor 
hacked American government computers. He merely published secret US 
military documents and helped his informant, former military data analyst 
Chelsea Manning, to cover up the evidence. Protecting sources is a vital task 
for journalists, particularly when sources reveal war crimes, as the New York 
Times did with the Pentagon Papers leaked by whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg – 
and thus made a decisive contribution to ending the Vietnam War.

The fact that the US government is attacking Assange with the outdated 
1917 espionage law “blurs the distinction between journalists who expose 
government violations and foreign spies who undermine national security,” 
the New York Times commented. “This deprives the freedom of speech and 
press, and with it the strength of American democracy itself.”

Assange’s methods are a matter for debate. That he and his team did 
not black-out all the names of US government’s collaborators in the Iraq War 
documents was a blatant mistake and might have put innocent people at 
risk. Whether it was journalistically necessary to publish Hillary Clinton’s emails 
during the election campaign and thus help Donald Trump win the election is 
also questionable. But none of this justifies his arrest and extradition to the 
US, where he faces an unfair trial and a life sentence. As a result, hundreds of 
journalists around the world have signed a petition to call for an end to legal 
campaign against him. 

Eighty-eight years ago, a journalist was convicted of espionage for uncovering 
dirty military secrets. In 1931, a German court sent the later Nobel Prize winner 
Carl von Ossietzky into custody for two years because his magazine, Die 
Weltbühne, had made public the forbidden armament of the Reichswehr. This 
persecution of a journalist was a sinister harbinger of the horrible events that 
followed.

It is incomprehensible that neither the German government nor the EU 
Commission and the parliaments and governments of the other EU states are 
intervening against the illegal and inhumane detention of Julian Assange 
in London. Also noticeably shameful is the passivity of the international media 
which has profited and raised its investigative profile over the years by using 
documents released by Wikileaks. Instead of just reporting, they should fight 
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together in the name of press freedom and use their power to call for the 
release of Assange, even if only in their own interest.

Vocabulary studies

• Translate the highlighted words and expressions. 

• Translate the following sentences, using the words and expressions 
from the text:

1. Жестокое убийство мирных жителей считается тяжелым военным 
преступлением. 

2. Он никогда не поддастся давлению со стороны правительства. 
3. Разоблачительные статьи в местной газете прошли незамеченными. 
4. Правительство Германии послало запрос об экстрадиции опасного 

преступника. 
5. Преступник содержался в одиночной камере и подвергался пыткам. 
6. Статьи этого автора внесли решающий вклад в прекращение войны 

во Вьетнаме. 
7. Многие его высказывания вызывают вопросы, но тем не менее 

очевидно, что он не нарушает Конституцию. 
8. Тебе стоило бы обратиться в полицию, хотя бы руководствуясь своими 

собственными интересами.
9. Ваши действия подвергают риску невинных людей. 
10. Заявления премьер-министра возбудили серьезное беспокойство в 

обществе. 

Watch and discuss
• Watch the film https://youtu.be/pgw6FoFPhjo
• Answer the following questions:
1. How would you explain the meaning of the word ‘whistleblowing’?
2. Five your explanation of the phrasal verb ‘to take on smb’ in the following 

sentences: ‘Don’t take on the most powerful nation in the world. Don’t 
take on the US army’. 

3. What purpose did Assange have starting a Wiki? (“3.45)
4. On what condition did the platform WikiLeaks publish the documents? (“4.02)
5. What was America’s reaction to the WikiLeaks publications?
6. What does the term ‘classified information’ mean?
7. Why was Assange ‘trapped in the Ecuador Embassy’?
8. What happened with the allegations of rape when Ecuador granted 

Assange asylum?
9. Who called WikiLeaks a hostile intelligence service? Why?
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• Find the following quotations.
• Whom do they belong to?
• Comment on each quotation. Which one appeals to you most? 

• “I believe he is closer to a spy than to a journalist, because his business 
involves stealing information”.

• “If you are going to play with fire, you are going to ger burned”.
• “Receiving, processing and releasing secret information is the daily 

bread and butter of journalism”.
• “No matter what you feel about Julian Assange, the method that 

WikiLeaks and everyone connected to it have pioneered, have changed 
the way journalism is done. And if we cannot recognize that and we 
are not willing to protect it, we probably don’t deserve it, and as a 
result we will no longer have it when we need it most”.

Revise your Grammar

Modal Verbs

Follow the links:
https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/grammar/intermediate-to-upper-

intermediate/modals-deductions-about-the-past

https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/grammar/intermediate-to-upper-
intermediate/modals-permission-and-obligation

Exercise 1
Fill in the gaps with the suitable modal verbs

1. He  __________________ be a good journalist. He was nominated for 
Pulitzer Prize!

2. You ____________________ pay to use the archives. It’s free. 
3. I’m not sure where our correspondent is at the moment. She 

_________________ be at the trade unions’ meeting.
4. Jerry _________________ be working today. He never works on Sundays. 
5. You ____________________ be 18 to watch that documentary. 
6. You ____________________ watch this interview. It’s brilliant.
7. Dad _________________ go and see a doctor. His cough is getting worse 

all the time. 
8. You don’t have to shout. I ___________________ hear you very well. 
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9. It _________________ be him. I am sure that he is far from here now!. 
10. You look pretty tired. I think you _________________ go to bed early 

tonight. 
11. “You_________________ cross the street if the lights are red!” 
12. You _________________ sit so near the TV. It’s bad for your eyes. 
13. I’m sorry but I _________________ give you a lift because my car is 

broken. 
14. I _________________ stop and talk to you now. I have to get to the 

office. 
15. You really _________________ go to the Louvre if you’re in Paris. It’s 

wonderful. 
16. You _________________ come to the meeting if you don’t feel well. 
17. I don’t know where Kelly is. She _________________ be at her sister’s. 
18. You have passed all your tests. You _________________ be very pleased 

with yourself.
19. You _________________ smoke in your car, especially if there are 

children sitting in the back. 
20. You _________________ work this evening. I can finish this article 

myself. 
21. John doesn’t need a calculator. He _________________ do sums in his 

head. 
22. Passengers _________________ open the door when the train is moving. 
23. I _________________ pay for the tickets because I got them from Sam 

for free.

Exercise 2
Complete each sentence B so that it has a similar meaning to sentence 

A. Use a modal verb from the box and the correct form of the verb in 
brackets 

        CAN’T                    MAY                     MIGHT NOT                     MUST

1. A: I’m sure newspapers 50 years ago weren’t the same as they are 
nowadays (BE) 

2. B: Newspapers 50 years ago ________________________ very different 
from nowadays. 

3. A: It’s possible Josef went to editor’s office by bus. (TAKE) 
4. B: Josef ___________________________ the bus. 
5. A: I’m sure their holiday wasn’t very nice because the weather was so 

bad (HAVE). 
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6. B: With such terrible weather, they ___________________________ a 
very nice holiday.

7. A: I wonder if their correspondent remembers how to get here (FORGET). 
8. B: Their correspondent ____________________________ how to get 

here.
9. A: I’m sure Chloe isn’t looking for this article (FIND). 
10. B: Chloe ______________________________ this article by now. 
11. A: We are going in the wrong direction (MISS). 
12. B: Yes, we _______________________________ a turning. 
13. A: Shakespeare and Voltaire weren’t alive at the same time, so they 

definitely never met (KNOW). 
14. B: Shakespeare and Voltaire weren’t alive at the same time, so they 

_________________________ each other. 
15. A: George looks happy about his results, so he’s certainly done well (DO) 
16. B: George looks happy about his results, so he ________________________ 

well. 
17. A: I’m not sure it’s right to blame the young reporter for that mistake 

(MAKE). 
18. B: The young reporter ______________________________ that 

mistake. 
19. A: She can’t open the door. Maybe she can’t remember where she put 

the key (LOSE) 
20. B: She can’t open the door. She _____________________________ the 

key.

Exercise 3
Translate the sentences into English

1. Должно быть, она очень зла на тебя. Тебе следовало рассказать ей 
правду. 

2. Не может быть, чтобы это был Том. Сейчас только 8 часов. Том сейчас 
должен быть где-то на полпути до Лондона.

3. Ты ни в коем случае не должен приходить туда завтра! Полиция не 
должна знать, что ты замешан в это дело.  

4. Ему следовало написать это эссе самому. Очевидно, что он скопировал 
его с какого-то сайта. 

5. Не может быть, чтобы ребенок открыл эту дверь. Она слишком 
тяжелая. 

6. Вы ни в коем случае не должны волноваться! Это опасно для вашего 
сердца. 
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7. Не нужно волноваться, ситуация под контролем. 
8. Не надо было брать с собой зонт. Весь день светило солнце. 
9. Должно быть, ты записала адрес на листке бумаги, и забыла его дома. 
10. Поезд должен прийти в 5.25.
11. Возможно, она оставила окно не запертым.
12. Тебе следовало извиниться. Ты был очень невежлив. 

• Translate the following text into English

Расследовательская журналистика: определение понятия
Хотя существует множество различных определений термина 

“журналистское расследование”, но большинство профессиональных 
журналистов все же пришли к согласию насчет основных его компонентов.

Таким образом, журналистским расследованием считается 
систематическое, углубленное, оригинальное исследование или репортаж, 
зачастую связанные с раскрытием секретов или тайн. Дополнительно 
некоторые журналисты отмечают, что этот вид деятельности нередко 
предполагает активное использование публичной информации и данных, 
касающихся вопросов социальной справедливости и подотчетности.

Пособие по расследовательской журналистике, опубликованное 
ЮНЕСКО, определяет этот термин следующим образом: “Расследовательская 
журналистика включает в себя вынесение на суд общественности тех фактов 
и историй, которые были преднамеренно скрыты кем-то из власть имущих 
или же случайно затерялись в хаотичной массе информации и происшествий, 
затрудняющих их корректное восприятие. Подобная деятельность требует 
использования огромного количества источников и документов, как 
секретных, так и публичных”. А вот Голландско-фламандская ассоциация 
журналистов-расследователей определяет журналистское расследование 
просто как “критическую и углубленную журналистику».

Некоторые журналисты, тем не менее, утверждают, что практически любой 
репортаж, по сути, является журналистским расследованием. Есть в этом и 
доля правды, т.к. методы ведения расследования широко используются как 
«полевыми» журналистами, постоянно находящимися на пороге дедлайна, 
так и членами больших команд, у которых есть по несколько недель для 
работы над статьей. Тем не менее, расследовательская журналистика – 
это более широкое понятие. Она включает набор специфических методик, 
граничащих с искусством, а на их освоение могут уйти годы.

Если взглянуть на истории, которые завоевали высшие награды в 
сфере журналистских расследований, станет очевидно, насколько 
высокую планку для исследований и репортажей они задают и насколько 
широкую тематику охватывают, а именно: кропотливое отслеживание 
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украденных государственных средств, глубокий анализ злоупотреблений 
властью, ухудшения состояния окружающей среды, скандалов в сфере 
здравоохранения и многое другое.

В их основе: систематическое, углубленное, оригинальное исследование 
или репортаж, зачастую раскрывающий секреты…

Расследовательскую журналистику, иногда также именуемую 
объяснительной, углубленной или проектной журналистикой, не следует 
путать с так называемой «журналистикой утечек». Второй термин касается 
создания молниеносных сенсационных новостей благодаря утечке 
документов или данных, которые распространяются, как правило, кем-то из 
власть имущих. Действительно, в странах с формирующейся демократией 
определение расследовательской журналистики может быть довольно 
расплывчатым и любой репортаж может быть признан расследованием 
просто потому, что он носит критикующий характер или связан с утечкой 
информации. Истории, которые сосредоточены на преступлениях, коррупции, 
аналитических исследованиях или чьем-то откровенном мнении, могут быть 
аналогичным образом ошибочно признаны журналистским расследованием.

Бывалые журналисты отмечают, что наилучшие примеры 
расследовательской журналистики используют тщательно продуманную 
методологию, включающую основательную работу с первоисточниками, 
формирование и проверку гипотез, а также тщательную проверку фактов. 
Согласно словарному определению, слово «расследование» означает 
«систематическое исследование», которое, как правило, не может быть 
осуществлено в течение 1-2 дней. Для тщательного расследования 
требуется время. Другие указывают на ключевую роль расследовательской 
журналистики в распространении новых методов и техник, как это было с 
освещением роли компьютеров в 1990-х годах для анализа и визуализации 
данных. «Журналистское расследование важно, потому что оно учит 
нас новым методам и подходам», – заметил Брант Хьюстон из центра 
журналистики Knight Chair of Journalism в университете штата Иллинойс, 
США, в течение многих лет занимавший пост исполнительного директора 
в Организации журналистов и редакторов-расследователей (Investigative 
Reporters and Editors). “Эти новые методы становятся частью повседневной 
журналистской работы. Таким образом, вы поднимаете планку для всей 
профессии”.

Отрывок из статьи “Глобальная расследовательская журналистика:  
стратегии поддержки”, автор Дэвид Э. Каплан, Центр международной помощи СМИ, 

2013 год. 



Investigative Journalism

Let’s discuss it

• Comment on the quote.
• Do you think that the famous writer was right? Can you illustrate your 

answer with your own examples?

Writing

Choose one of the quotes and write an essay (250-300words).

All things must be examined, debated, investigated without exception and 
without regard for anyone’s feelings. (Denis Diderot)

Journalism is what we need to make democracy work. (Walter Cronkite) 
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• Analyze the graph

What conclusions about the media ownership in the USA can you make?
Do you think that the same trends characterize the situation in your country?

• Watch and listen
Watch the video https://youtu.be/awRRPPE3V5Q submitted by Tim Pool and 

answer the following questions:
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1. What has happened with the media ownership in the USA since 1980s?
2. What is “Big Six”? 
3. What is the largest media company in the world by revenue?
4. What exactly does the Comcast own?
5. What is the second largest conglomerate in the USA? What does it own? 
6. Who is the third of the “Big Six”?
7. What are the fourth and the fifth largest media companies?
8. Is there a sixth largest media owner? 

• Translate the quote by Robert Anton Wilson, an American author and 
philosopher into Russian. 

• Make sure that you understand its meaning. 
• Comment on the quotation r. Do you agree with these words?
• Do you think that monopoly on media can be dangerous? Why? Why not?
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TEXT 1

Mogul - a head of the Mongolian dynasty which controlled large parts of 
southern Asia from the 16th to the 19th centuries.

Nowadays - an important or successful person; a magnate. 

10 Most Influential Media Moguls in History

Since the dawn of mass media, newspapers, radio and television have all 
been used to inform and educate the public. They have also been used to 
control the world of politics and consolidate their owners’ power. These media 
moguls all straddled the line between entertainment and politics, preaching to 
the public and wielding an immense influence over lawmakers and politicians.

10. Silvio Berlusconi

Silvio Berlusconi has cut out the middle-
man between politics and the media by serving 
as Prime Minister of Italy while holding the 
majority of shares in Italy’s largest private TV 
company — as well as owning the country’s 
largest publishing house, largest advertising 
company and one of its most successful soccer 
teams, AC Milan. And he kept things in the 

family – his wife and brother own a nationwide daily newspaper. Often accused 
of using his media powers to deflect criticism, Berlusconi has faced numerous 
accusations of corruption and bribery as well as a series of sexual scandals, 
culminating in claims that he paid a 17-year-old for sex.

9. Ted Turner

As founder of CNN, Ted Turner established the world’s 
first 24-hour cable news channel, which made history 
by covering the Challenger shuttle disaster and the Gulf 
War. He established the Goodwill Games and bought 
sport-teams such as the Atlanta Braves. He was once the 
largest private landowner in the US and has become well-
known as a philanthropist, donating $1 billion to support 
UN causes and taking vocal stands on issues such as 
climate change, war and off-shore drilling. Meanwhile, as 
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part of a long-running grudge with Rupert Murdoch he has repeatedly invited the 
News Corp tycoon to fistfights. To cap it all off, he created Captain Planet.

8. William Randolph Hearst

William Randolph Hearst’s empire began with his 
father’s paper, The San Francisco Examiner and stretched 
to include 30 newspapers at its peak; after expanding 
to magazines he created the largest magazine and 
newspaper business in the entire world. He was twice 
elected as a US Congressman, but his real influence 
was through his media empire. Indeed, the circulation 
war between Hearst and Pulitzer was instrumental in 
pushing the United States into the Spanish-American 
war on the back of sensational coverage of revolution in 
Cuba. The inventor of “yellow journalism” also inspired 

Citizen Kane, one of the most acclaimed films ever made.

7. Lord Beaverbrook

William Maxwell Aitken, 1st Baron Beaverbrook, 
generally known as Lord Beaverbrook, was a Canadian-
British newspaper publisher and backstage politician 
who was an influential figure in British media and 
politics of the first half of the 20th century. While 
serving as the UK’s Minister of Information during 
the First World War, Max Aitken added to his chain of 
newspapers by gaining control of the Daily Express. 
After the war he made the Express the largest selling 
paper in the world, developing a feared reputation as 
a man who could make or break any career. During the 

Second World War he served as a Minister and was a close friend and confidante 
of Prime Minister Winston Churchill.
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6. Joseph Pulitzer

In the late 1870s Joseph Pulitzer bought the St 
Louis Post and the St Louis Dispatch merging them 
to form the St Louis Post Dispatch and the New York 
World. In the 1880s he expanded his holdings to 
include the New York World. He was an unceasing 
crusader against corruption and big business, 
exposing government scandals and was even indicted 
for libeling Theodore Roosevelt over allegations of 
payments to the French Panama Canal Company. 
Originally a Republican, he switched his allegiance to 
the Democratic Party, serving as a congressman for a 
time before leaving to concentrate on his newspapers. 

As well as leaving a grant for the creation of Columbia’s School of Journalism, 
Pulitzer is best remembered for founding the Pulitzer Prize, which bears his 
name, recognizing achievement in journalism.

5. James Gordon Bennet, Sr

James Gordon Bennet was the founder, 
editor and publisher of the New York 
Herald and a major figure in the history of 
American newspapers. He made the New 
York Herald the highest selling newspaper 
in America by 1866. He pioneered various 
staples of the genre, including the first 
newspaper interview, cash up-front payments 
from advertisers and the first exclusive from 
a sitting President. Bennet endorsed several 
presidential candidates including James 

Buchanan. Backing the Union in the Civil War, Bennet’s influence was central to 
the perception of Lincoln as a martyr after his assassination.
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4. Frank Ernest Gannet

Frank Ernest Gannett started his media 
empire at the age of 30, when he purchased 
the Elmira Gazette in 1906. Over the next few 
years he expanded his holdings to include the 
Ithaca Journal, and various smaller papers that 
he combined, forming the Times-Union. By 1923 
he had grown this small duchy into a nationwide 
multimedia empire. He was long active in 
state politics and unsuccessfully contested the 
Republican nomination for President in 1939. 
Today the Gannet Company has the largest total 

daily circulation of any US newspaper organization.

3. Henry Luce

Have you heard of Time, Life, Fortune or Sports 
Illustrated? By launching a series of magazines 
that targeted upscale Americans, Henry Luce 
managed to profoundly alter both journalism 
and the nation’s reading habits. Time informed 
on news, Life dominated visual perceptions in 
the pre-television era, Sports Illustrated opened 
up the strategies of key sportsmen and Fortune 
introduced new economic theories and practices. 
Quite simply, without Luce there would be no 
Time Man of the Year. As a lifelong Republican 
he was strongly anti-communist, using Time to 

support right-wing dictatorships and anti-communist groups. Luce’s 1941 Life 
article “The American Century” is credited with helping to shape US foreign 
policy of the 20th century.
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2. Michael Bloomberg

Mayor of New York and 13th richest 
individual in the US, Michael Bloomberg 
owns 88% of media company Bloomberg 
L.P., and is worth an estimated $18.1 billion. 
The self-named company offers financial 
information services and financial news 
via its magazines, television network and 
radio station. While originally seen as a 
life-long Democrat he switched to the 
Republicans for his 2002 mayoral race 

before divesting himself of party trappings and running as an independent in 
2009. He has often been said to have presidential ambitions — but has never 
run for that office.

1. Rupert Murdoch

Rupert Murdoch started with one 
Australian newspaper before turning his News 
Corporation company into an international 
multimedia empire, reaching from tabloids in the 
UK to 20th Century Fox studios in the US. He owns 
the Wall Street Journal, and has investments in 
film, TV and the web. In many ways Fox News 
drives American political discourse, while his UK 
tabloids have broken stories on politicians and 
celebrities, giving him a commanding role in the 
political world with the power to make or break 
governments. The 40th birthday party of his 
daughter, Elisabeth Murdoch, chairman and CEO 

of the Shine group, was attended by Tony Blair, David Cameron, then the leader 
of the UK opposition and a string of newspaper editors – as well as Bono and 
Bob Geldof. Forbes ranked him as the world’s 13th most powerful person in 
2010, and he is thought to be the 117th richest individual in the world.

(Abridged and adopted from https://www.businesspundit.com)

• Choose one of the persons listed above to make a detailed report 
about his biography.
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TEXT 2

A Brief History of the BBC

How the BBC Started
It was back in 1922 when the Post Office, at the Government’s behest, first 

agreed to trial two experimental radio stations. The stations were simply known 
as 2MT, based in Writtle, Chelmsford, and 2LO based in London. The radio 
stations were set up as the basis for forming the British Broadcasting Company.

The Company was actually created in October, 1922 and was initially owned 
and run by the then leading wireless manufacturers, including Marconi. The 
first daily broadcasts by the BBC started on 14 November and took place 
from Marconi’s studio in London. This was then followed by broadcasts from 
Birmingham and Manchester. By the end of 1925 the BBC could be listened to 
throughout the UK.

The BBC had been created initially with nothing more in mind than to be a 
commercial interest; being owned by the major wireless makers, it was set up 
to sell radios. The general manager at the time, a Scotsman called John Reith, 
decided he wanted something that was different - to be able to educate, inform 
and entertain without Government interference or commercial pressures.

It was the general strike in 1926 that first brought the BBC into 
direct confrontation with the government. The strike meant there were no 
national newspapers, so people listened to the BBC for news and information. 
Winston Churchill, who was then the Chancellor of the Exchequer, tried to get 
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the Government to take over the BBC in order to control its output, but John 
Reith persuaded the then Prime Minister that such a takeover would not be in 
the country’s best interest. The BBC was left to carry on in its own way; as a 
result, it started to gain a reputation for impartial and independent reporting. In 
1927 the BBC got its first Royal Charter and it then changed from being called 
the British Broadcasting Company to the British Broadcasting Corporation.

1930 - 1939
In 1932 the BBC moved into a new purpose-built building, Broadcasting 

House, in Portland Place, London. It was the world’s first radio production center 
and the building became a city landmark, often described as the New Tower of 
London.

During the 1930s all eminent writers, performers, artists and actors were 
heard in plays, sport and talk shows. Most popular were the variety shows 
which had millions of listeners. Also in 1932, the BBC launched what was then 
called the Empire Service which was later to become the World Service.

On 2 November, 1936, the BBC started the world’s first television service 
based in Alexandra Palace, London. They were to test two television systems, 
one by John Logie Baird and one by the US backed EMI-Marconi. After two 
months the EMI-Marconi system was chosen as it was an electronic system 
compared to Logie Baird’s mechanical one.

As with radio, television developed rapidly when it first started, from 1936 -  
1939, and highlights included outside broadcasting such as King George 
VI’s coronation procession on 12 May, 1937. Other landmark broadcasts 
included the first FA Cup final on the 30 April, 1938 and the Wimbledon tennis 
championship in June, 1937.

1940 - 1949
During World War Two the television service was closed down and it was left 

to radio to inform and entertain. However, the BBC didn’t get things right and 
listeners complained about the standard of the new ‘Home Service’.

The Home Service had replaced the national and regional radio programs 
and the new service had too many public announcements and the tone of the 
broadcasts was deemed boring. The BBC then decided to lighten things by 
switching to what was to become known as light entertainment. 

In 1943 the BBC set up a war-reporting department. Special training was 
given to the reporters in survival techniques used by the military. A newly 
designed portable lightweight recording machine had been designed by BBC 
engineers for use in the field.

After the Second World War, radio advanced in leaps and bounds, transmitting 
all manner of new programs.
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1950 - 1959
A single event in 1953 was to change television forever – the broadcasting 

of the Queen’s coronation in 1953. It was estimated that over 22 million people 
watched the event. It was after this that the nation became more keen to have 
television, and sales of TV sets soared.

Television had become just as important as radio. As a result of the increase 
in television set ownership the revenue from the license fee also increased, 
which enabled the BBC to put on more elaborate programs such as David 
Attenborough’s

 Zoo Quest in 1954, and Jack Warner in Dixon of Dock Green, a police series. 
They had further success with dramas such as The Quatermass Experiment and 
the adaptation of Orwell’s novel, Nineteen Eighty Four.

During the 1950s, technological innovations came about which went a 
long way to improve the reception and sound quality of broadcasts as well as 
electronic recording devices which meant programs became pre-recorded. This 
resulted in a drop of ‘live’ broadcasting thus reducing costs.

1960 - 1969
In June, 1960 the new BBC Television Centre in West London was officially 

opened. It was another purpose-built building to cater for both television and 
radio, and it became the main headquarters and operations center of the BBC.

A further review of output in 1960 resulted in plans for a second channel. 
BBC Two was launched in 1964 as a result of this review. Further advances in 
technology took place in 1967, one of which was the advent of color television. 
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BBC Two was the first channel to broadcast in color followed in 1969 by BBC 
One.

In 1963, the first series of Doctor Who was broadcast.
Radio also expanded with the launch of Radio 1 in 1967 to replace the now-

banned pirate radio stations such as Radio Caroline. 1967 saw the first local 
radio stations, and within a few short years more than 20 local stations appeared 
across the UK. Further advances in technology also meant listeners could tune 
in to the enhanced FM Stereo mode which gave a much better, clearer reception 
and improved sound quality.

1970 - 1979
The 1970s were to become known as the ‘Golden Age’ of television. The 

BBC’s income grew rapidly due to the expansion of color television for, as more 
and more people bought television sets, so the license fee revenue went up. 
This resulted in some major new documentary series being produced, and 
new series such as The Ascent of Man and The Family were broadcast. The 
Family was a fly-on-the-wall documentary series in 1974 which could claim to 
be the first reality television show ever. Epic and long-running television dramas 
such as I, Claudius, Last of the Summer Wine and Pennies from Heaven were all 
big hits. There were also new comedy shows which were all instant hits which 
drew large viewing audiences.

BBC Radio was suddenly facing major challenges from local and independent 
radio stations and had to come up with new programs to combat the challenge. 
It was during the late 1970s that the BBC faced further challenges from the 
Government about output and quality of programs. A committee report stated 
that the BBC had ‘lost its nerve’ and was in an ‘organizational fog’. As a result 
of this 1977 report, the way was laid open for the formation of Channel 4.

1980 - 1989
The 1980s became the decade of pressure for the BBC both from added 

competition and from the government. Channel 4 was launched in 1982, satellite 
television also started to emerge, and more local and national commercial radio 
stations started up - all resulting in ever more competition for listeners and 
viewers.

It was during the 1980s that some of the biggest political arguments occurred, 
and one which turned out to be quite spectacular was about a program called Real 
Lives. The BBC were about to broadcast an edition about extremists in Northern 
Ireland when the then Home Secretary, Leon Brittan, asked the governors of the 
BBC to stop the edition from being broadcast. The Board of Governors viewed 
the program prior to the planned air date - an unusual course of action that 
had previously been unheard of. They decided that changes needed to be made 
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to the program before it could be aired, but this demand resulted in BBC staff 
going on strike as they felt the BBC’s political independence and impartiality 
had been damaged and brought into question.

News reporting changed dramatically in the 1980s as it became the decade 
of wars and coverage of dangerous events such as Tiananmen Square, Northern 
Ireland and then the Falklands war. The news was being brought to the screen 
by correspondents who were either on scene or embedded with the armed 
services.

Major live events were broadcast, such as the wedding of Prince Charles and 
Princess Diana in 1981, and new soap operas emerged such as EastEnders and 
Neighbors.

1990 - 1999
The 1990s was the decade of technological advances so great that television 

and radio changed dramatically forever. Digital technology and the Internet 
allowed more channels and allowed the viewer to interact directly. For radio, 
they gave CD-quality sound.

BBC Online, better known to the public as bbc.co.uk, was established in 
1997 and has gone on to become one of the world’s best-known and most 
trusted websites.

Science and natural history programs such as The Human Body and Walking 
with Dinosaurs were broadcast towards the end of the decade, and were 
groundbreaking programs in the way they were filmed.

2000 - 2008
The start of the new millennium saw the biggest changes ever to the way 

the BBC provided its services. The digital revolution, across both television 
and radio, meant more choice, a wider variety of channels and programs, and 
channels aimed at specific groups - for example ethnic, religious and special-
interest groups. Children’s TV, education and documentaries also had their own 
specific channels.

In 2007 a new ten-year charter was negotiated with the government, the 
Board of Governors were replaced and the BBC Trust took over as the governing 
body of the BBC.

Further expansion of the BBC’s online services took place, and it is now 
possible to watch live news coverage via the news website, and even BBC 
television programs after they’ve been broadcast, via the downloadable BBC 
iPlayer. The online services were also expanded to include the facility to access 
the site via mobile phones. The BBC expanded the interactivity of its site allowing 
viewers and listeners to input ideas and comments, allowing more choice and 
more say in how and what the BBC do.
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As technology grows and improves so changes will continue. The BBC, as 
with any media organization, will have to continue to adapt and adopt to the new 
technology as well as the need to continue to provide programs and services as 
per the charter.

(Abridged and adopted from https://h2g2.com)
• Exercise 1.
Read the text again and decide if the following statements are true 

or false:
1. The BBC was formed on the basis of two London radio stations.

TRUE           FALSE
2. From the very first days, the BBC was owned by the Government.

TRUE            FALSE
3. The BBC was initially created to make money for its owners. 

TRUE            FALSE
4. In the 1920th the BBC started to gain a reputation for impartial and 

independent reporting.
TRUE              FALSE

5. The first BBC TV broadcasting was devoted to King George VI’s coronation 
procession on 12 May, 1937.
TRUE              FALSE

6. As soon as the WWII began, the BBC set up a war-reporting department.
TRUE              FALSE

7. There was an event that changed TV forever.
TRUE              FALSE

8. Life broadcasting was expensive in the 1950th.
TRUE                FALSE

9. The BBC’s political independence and impartiality was damaged and 
brought into question by extremists in Northern Ireland.
TRUE                FALSE

10. The BBC is becoming more interactive.
TRUE                 FALSE

• Exercise 2
The passages in the text are headlined with the dates. Think of a 

new headline for each passage and summarize each one, giving the 
main idea of the passage.
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Revise your grammar

Cleft sentences 

‘Cleft’ means divided. In a cleft sentence, information which could be 
given in one clause is divided into two parts, each with its own verb.

Jeremy translated the text. (normal sentence, single clause, one verb)
It was Jeremy who translated the text. (cleft sentence, two clauses, two 

verbs)
We often use such pattern to emphasize some piece of new information, 

to give explanations or to make a contrast with a previous statement. 

All of the Bach family were great musicians, but it was J.S. Bach who 
made the greatest impact in music.  

We can use this pattern to emphasize the subject or the object of a 
simple sentence, or an adverbial phrase/ or a prepositional phrase. 

Mike took Sally to the party on Saturday. 
It was Mike who took Sally to the party on Saturday.
It was Sally that Mike took to the party on Saturday.
It was on Satuday that Mike took sally to the party. 
It was to the party that Mike took Sally on Saturday. 

Exercise 1

Read the information in the box and then complete the replies. Each reply 
must contain a cleft sentence.

Mrs. Jackson came home at 9 pm. She opened the door with her key and 
saw that someone had been in her room. All the papers on her table were in a 
mess, and the window was opened. 

Mrs. Jackson rushed out of her house and ran to her neighbor Alice. Alice 
immediately called the police. 

The police officer found some traces of the burglar in the garden. 
When Mrs. Jackson husband came home, he found out that some important 

documents were stolen. 

1. Did Alice open the door of  Mrs. Jackson’s house?
No, it _______________________who opened the door. 
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2. Did Alice ask Mrs. Jackson for help?
No, it ____________________________________________________.

3. Mrs. Jackson called the police, didn’t she?
_________________________________________________________

4. Did Alice find the burglar’s traces in the garden?
_________________________________________________________

5. Did the policeman find out that some documents were missing? 
_________________________________________________________

Exercise 2.
Translate the highlighted sentence into Russian. Find the sentences with 

similar construction in the text. Find at least three sentences.

Exercise 3
Translate the following sentences into English, using cleft sentences
1. Именно он выбрал для нас эти темы для публикаций.

It was____________________________________________________
2. Они провели целых пять дней в этой деревне, собирая информацию 

для репортажа.
They spent as many _________________________________________

3. Первые телефонные аппараты появильсь только в конце XIX века.
It was not _________________________________________________

4. Именно это интервью изменило ход событий. 
It was____________________________________________________

5. Именно в начале 20 века идеи этого философа стали особенно популярны.
It was in the beginning_______________________________________ 

  
• Watching and translating

• Watch the video in Russian: https://youtu.be/v5xaHmkfLEQ
• Try to interpret the text in English. 
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• Roleplay a press conference for foreign journalists based on the 
material from the video. Choose the main speaker/speakers who will 
answer the questions about the mass media in Russia.

Prepare the questions from different foreign journalists.  

• Writing

Comment on the words of Jim Morrison. 
Write 200-250 words.
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FREEDOM of the PRESS

• What does the Constitution of your country say about the freedom of the 
press? Do you know any laws limiting the freedom of the press in your 
country?

• What do you know about the laws that regulate the freedom of the press 
in Europe and America?

• Is the freedom of the press equally important all over the world? Share 
your viewpoints with your partners in class.

• Study the results of the poll conducted for the BBC.
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World opinion is divided on the importance of having a free press, according to a 
poll conducted for the BBC World Service.

Of those interviewed, 56% thought that freedom of the press was very important 
to ensure a free society.

But 40% said it was more important to maintain social harmony and peace, even 
if it meant curbing the press’s freedom to report news truthfully.

Pollsters interviewed 11,344 people in 14 countries for the survey.

In most of the 14 countries surveyed, press freedom (including broadcasting) 
was considered more important than social stability.

The strongest endorsement came from North America and Western Europe, 
where up to 70% put freedom first, followed by Venezuela, Kenya and South Africa, 
with over 60%.

In India, Singapore and Russia, by contrast, more people favoured stability over 
press freedom.

In those countries, around 48% of respondents supported controls over the press 
to ensure peace and stability.

Around 40% expressed the view that press freedom was more important.
People were also asked to rate how free the press and broadcasters were in their 

country to report the news truthfully and without bias.
Perceptions varied widely among developing countries, ranging from 81% giving 

a high rating in Kenya, to 41% in Mexico.
In India, 72% of respondents thought their media were free, compared with just 

36% in Singapore.
But some developed countries which strongly believed in press freedom were 

critical of their own media’s honesty and accuracy.
In the United States, Britain and Germany, only around 29% of those interviewed 

thought their media did a good job in reporting news accurately.
The survey also identified concern in some countries over the concentration of 

private media ownership in the hands of fewer large companies.
In Brazil, Mexico, the United States and Britain, more than 70% of respondents 

agreed with the suggestion that ownership was an issue because the owners’ political 
views emerged in the news.

From BBC NEWS: http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/2/hi/in_depth/7134918.stm

• Comment on what you’ve read. Can you make any conclusions based on 
the facts and figures given in the poll?

• According to the poll, in Russia around 48% of respondents supported 
controls over the press to ensure peace and stability. Do you agree that 
social stability is more important than press freedom? Justify your viewpoint.
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• Make a small poll in your group. Ask your friends to choose from the 
following:
A. Press freedom is more important than social stability, harmony and piece.
B. Social stability, harmony and piece are more important than press freedom. 
C. Social stability, harmony and piece are impossible without press freedom.

• Comment on the results you got. Discuss them in class. 
• Choose any country you like and make a small report about the situation 

with the freedom of the press in this country. 

TEXT 1

• Before you read
Discuss with your partner, what makes freedom of expression important? 

Name at least three reasons. 
Check if your ideas were mentioned in the text. 

Why freedom of press is important. 

1. Freedom of expression is a foundation for many other rights
Freedom of expression is a human right and forms Article 19 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights. Freedom of expression covers freedom of speech, 
freedom of the press, and gives individuals and communities the right to 
articulate their opinions without fear of retaliation, censorship or punishment. 
(The right to freedom of expression wouldn’t be worth much if the authorities 
also had the right to imprison anyone who disagrees with them.) An effective 
media also depends on the legal basis that freedom of expression gives the 
right to function and report freely, sometimes critically, without threat or fear 
of punishment.
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Freedom of expression is not an absolute right: it does not protect hate speech 
or incitement to violence. That said, many other rights which are intrinsic to our 
daily lives build on this protection for free thought and individual expression. 
Freedom of expression covers everything from satire to political campaigns to 
conversations in your own home. It’s a fundamental human right which allows 
for citizens to speak freely and without interference.

2. A free press helps inform the public
Knowledge is power. In print, on line, or on TV or radio: without a free 

exchange of information, people can’t be fully aware of what’s going on around 
them and so can’t meaningfully participate in their communities or democracies.

Local and national reporters, bloggers and news outlets can keep people 
informed about what is happening in the world around them. Freedom of 
expression is the legal underpinning which allows people to access information 
about current events and matters of public interest – whether that’s from 
large media companies, local newspapers, or from each other through citizen 
journalism and social media.

When freedom of expression is respected and recognized the media are able 
to freely report on politics, economics and societal events as they occur.

3. Informed voters = stronger democracies
A democratic society hinges on the people being able to hold informed opinions 

and express them – both in voting booths and more broadly in their day-to-day 
lives. It’s important that people are able to ask tough questions to the people in 
power and find out about decisions which affect them and their fellow citizens.

Freedom of expression is a core value in the democratic process. It ensures 
people are able to discuss, exchange, and debate ideas. This human right allows 
individuals and communities to find information which is important to them and 
share it with others, without censorship or reprisals.

Through the media and through public debate – on and offline – freedom of 
expression supports the development of informed citizens and voters.
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4. Fairer elections = better democracy
If you don’t know all the facts: how do you know who to vote for? To vote for 

the candidate who best represents your own views, you need to have accurate 
information. Elections give huge amounts of power to individuals, parties and 
institutions, so it’s crucial that the media are able to report accurately and 
critique the work of people who hold office – even when it is unflattering.

In the run-up to elections the importance of the media is amplified. However, 
often in the run-up to elections, powerful individuals and institutions aim to 
affect votes by influencing or restricting the information people receive from 
the media.

Freedom of expression is crucial to the process of participating in a 
democracy. It influences everything from newspapers to social media posts 
and campaign adverts. By allowing voters to make their voices heard and make 
educated choices about the topics which matter to them, freedom of expression 
strengthens democracies.

5. Discovery of truth
It’s crucial to quality journalism to be able to ask difficult questions, follow 

interesting stories and report accurately on the issues. By dedicating time, 
energy and skill to finding out what’s going on in the world around us, a free 
press is able to bring important information out into the public arena.

Accurate information is of huge importance to public debate: forming 
shared values and influencing policies at local, national and international levels. 
Investigative journalism is one of the most public-facing ways of sharing new 
information. Freedom of expression supports and protects the press’s ability to 
freely research and report in the public interest.

6. An independent press can hold powerful interests to account
Sunlight is the best disinfectant. Independent reporting shines a light on 

sometimes-hidden topics and provides crucial checks and balances on powerful 
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people and institutions. While an accurate press is not always flattering, it is 
crucial to hold the powerful and wealthy accountable.

Public attention creates scrutiny and is a disincentive for corruption or 
human rights abuses. The truths that quality investigative journalism uncovers 
can topple governments, alter international policies, and improve human rights 
standards internationally.

A strong, independent media ensures transparency. Freedom of expression 
protects the rights of reporters, bloggers and news outlets – and the general 
public – to speak critically.

7. Without freedom of expression: reporting is restrained
Truth or danger? In places where freedom of expression is not respected the 

media face a choice: self-censor or put yourself at risk.
When the media cannot accurately tell the whole story, it’s impossible to 

achieve balanced, high quality journalism. In countries where the media are 
pressured to only report on things which align with the ideological or political 
framework: journalists are forced to self-censor. Some do not report the full 
story, while others choose to report on other, ‘safer’ topics instead.

While some brave journalists continue to report on topics regardless of 
censorship, and often risk fines, legal cases, prison sentences or violence.

A respect for freedom of expression is an essential element for a functioning 
and accurate media.

8. Freedom of expression gives a platform to other human rights
If a tree falls in the forest and no one hears it: does it make a sound?
If human rights are abused and no one knows: how does anyone stop it?
Freedom of expression underpins a wide variety of other human rights both 

directly and indirectly. It can shine a light on human rights. Without accurate 
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reporting many human rights abuses would not be known about, and might 
continue. Freedom of expression allows people to tell their stories, help advocate, 
and hold governments to international human rights standards.

Robust media can act as a public watchdog, bringing important issues into 
the light. Because if no one knows: no one cares.

9. Marginalized and minority issues heard
Marginalized and minority voices are, by definition, more likely to be left 

out of mainstream discussions. Freedom of expression guarantees individuals 
and groups the right to tell their own stories, without censorship or fear of 
attacks. Freedom of expression helps a wide variety of marginalized causes and 
voices to be heard: from workers’ rights to women’s rights, disabled or LGBTI 
communities, ethnic and religious minorities, economically disadvantaged 
groups, age groups, and many more.

The right to freedom of expression also guarantees people the right to speak 
their opinions even when they are unpopular or go against the status quo. 
Freedom of expression ensures people can advocate for themselves and others.

10. Art, academia, comedy and more: freedom of expression protects 
more than just the press

Freedom of expression doesn’t begin or end with journalism. From academic 
study to political satire to fine art: freedom of expression underpins the right to 
analytical, critical and artistic engagement with the world around us.

Being able to think freely, discuss and debate ideas and points of view is 
integral to academic study – from the arts to the sciences. To develop ideas 
which help us better understand our past, present and future it’s essential 
that individuals, groups and institutions can put forward opinions, concepts and 
theories without fear of repercussions.

From stand-up comedy, and satirical cartoons to literature, theatre and the 
visual arts: freedom of expression is a cornerstone to creating a healthy and 
vibrant arts culture.

• Vocabulary studies
Exercise 1
Find English equivalents to the words and phrases. Be ready to 
contextualize them. 

1.
включать в себя
выражать свое мнение
возмездие, кара
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сажать в тюрьму
призывы к насилию
присущий

2.
быть в курсе
поддерживать, подкреплять
законная (юридическая) поддержка
иметь доступ
признавать
происходить, случаться

3. 
крепиться, держаться на сем-либо
иметь информированное мнение о чем-либо
репрессии
общественное обсуждение
избиратели

4.
критиковать деятельность власть предержащих
жизненно важный 
критиковать
сделать так, чтобы твой голос услышали
укреплять, усиливать

5.
общие ценности
общественно ориентированный 

6.
дезинфицирующее средство
сдержки и противовесы
обязанный отчитываться, подотчетный
валить, опрокидывать, свергать
менять

7.
сталкиваться с чем-либо
подвергать кого-либо риску
рамки
невзирая на
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8.
нарушать права человека
отстаивать, выступать в поддержку
крепкий, сильный, твердый
сторожевой пес, лицо, следящее за соблюдением правил и законов

9.
меньшинство
изолировать, обособлять
бедные слои населения
высказать свое мнение
выступать против существующего порядка вещей
 
10.
научные исследования
взаимодействие (с миром)
краеугольный камень

Exercise 2
Translate the following sentences into English
1. Свобода слова включает в себя ряд важных понятий, являющихся 

краеугольным камнем демократического общества. 
2. Если бы не существовало свободы слова, избиратели на выборах не могли 

бы принимать информированных решений о том, за кого голосовать. 
3. Если СМИ не смогут донести точную информацию до граждан, общество 

не сможет призвать к ответу тех, кто им управляет. 
4. Очень важно, чтобы национальные, религиозные и другие меньшинства 

имели право донести свою точку зрения до общества. 
5. Свобода обсуждать различные взгляды и идеи очень важна для 

научного сообщества. 

Think and discuss 
1. Comment on two sentences from the text:

A. Sunlight is the best disinfectant.
B. If a tree falls in the forest and no one hears it: does it make a sound?

• In what context were they used? Give your own examples to illustrate 
these ideas. 

2. Summarize the text. 
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Listening

• Listen to the talk of Freedom of the Press Foundation co-founder 
and TED Fellow Trevor Timm. https://youtu.be/A-OvJjAw2Jo

• Fill in the gaps in the sentences:
1. Risen was a _________to a US government investigation in which 

prosecutors demanded that he __________ against one of his ________ 
___________.

2. Under the First ______________, the press has the right to ___________ 
secret information in the _________ ___________.

3. In the age of electronic ____________ there are very few places reporters 
and sources can hide. 

4. Since 9/11, virtually every important story about ___________ 
____________ has been a result of a ________________coming to a 
journalist. 

5. Just as technology has allowed the government to _____________ 
reporter’s rights, the press can also use technology to protect their 
________ even better than before. 

6. Governments all over the world are constantly developing new ________ 
_____________ that put us all at risk. 

• Answer the following questions
1. Who is James Risen? For what newspaper did he work? What award did 

he win?
2. What was his book about?
3. What CIA operation did he describe in his book?
4. What did the US government demand from Risen?
5. What is said in the First Amendment about secret information?
6. What happened several days before the trial?
7. In what context does the speaker use the expression ‘digital trail’? What 

does the expression mean?
8. How did the CIA use the Risen’s ‘digital trail’?
9. What did Obama promise during his election campaign? Did he fulfill his 

promises?
10. In what context does the speaker use the word ‘whistleblower’? 
11. What does the speaker say about technology?
12. Why do governments all over the world ‘put us at risk’?
13. Why is it so important to protect whistleblowers?  
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Revise your grammar

Punctuation
• Commas 
Commas are used to separate items in lists, before question tags, to separate 

clauses, after and around certain linking words. 
She has been to Paris, London and Berlin. 
Sue is a good teacher, isn’t she? 
Broadly speaking, I agree with what you are saying.
I do not, however, agree with your last point. 

Commas are not used between a subject and its verb, or in defining relative 
clauses. 

The lady standing over there at the bus stop is my next-door neighbor. 
Will the pupil who threw that paper dart please stand up now!

• Apostrophes 
Apostrophes are used to indicate letters omitted, possession and plurals of 

letters and figures. 
It’s warm today. 
Jack’s car is parked near his house. 
There are two L’s in ‘specially’.

• Colons and semi-colons
Colons introduce examples, lists, statements that give in detail what has 

been stated in general. 
There were two possible courses of action: borrowing from a bank, or asking 

for more time to find the money elsewhere. 

Semi-colons divide parts of long sentences or long phrases in a list; it is possible 
to divide one sentence into shorter ones, so that semi-colons are unnecessary. 

Exercise 1
Add the necessary commas, (semi) colons and apostrophes to the text.

I have been to the following Italian cities Rome Florence Genoa and Pisa. 
I thought Rome was incredible the food was great the views were fantastic 
and I will never forget the vivacious people. The Italians legendary hospitality 
was nowhere more evident than in the capital city. But my all-time favourite 
is probably Genoa with its fabulous hill-top houses and its dusty mountains 
reverberating to the sound of grasshoppers. I spent many happy hours looking 
down on the city below and the sea beyond. 
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Reading 2

Cancel Culture and Freedom of Expression

• Before you read, answer the following questions:
1. Have you heard about cancel culture?
2. What does this term mean?

What It Means to Get ‘Canceled’
Cancel is getting a new use. Canceling and cancel culture have 

to do with the removing of support for public figures in response to their 
objectionable behavior or opinions. This can include boycotts or refusal 
to promote their work.

Things get canceled (or cancelled, especially in British English) all the time, 
for different reasons. 

That meeting got canceled because people couldn’t coordinate their 
schedules. 

A postage stamp gets canceled with a marking from the post office to show 
that it has been used and shouldn’t be used again. 

You cancel an order after you change your mind and don’t want the item 
anymore. 

A TV show gets canceled when it doesn’t bring in good ratings. 
When something is canceled, it goes away.

                                                                            And... goodbye.

But in the latest use of the word, you can cancel people—in particular, 
celebrities, politicians, or anyone who takes up space in the public 
consciousness.
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To cancel someone (usually a celebrity or other well-known figure) 
means to stop giving support to that person. The act of canceling could 
entail boycotting an actor’s movies or no longer reading or promoting a 
writer’s works. The reason for cancellation can vary, but it usually is due 
to the person in question having expressed an objectionable opinion, or 
having conducted themselves in a way that is unacceptable.

The Origin of ‘Cancel Culture’
The idea of canceling—and as some have labeled it, cancel culture—has taken 

hold in recent years due to conversations prompted by #MeToo and other 
movements that demand greater accountability from public figures. The 
term has been credited to black users of Twitter, where it has been used as 
a hashtag. As troubling information comes to light regarding celebrities who 
were once popular, such as Bill Cosby, Michael Jackson, Roseanne Barr, and 
Louis C.K.—so come calls to cancel such figures. The cancellation is akin to a 
cancelled contract. 

To cancel someone publicly often requires broadcasting that act, which then 
makes the target of one’s canceling a subject of attention. Lisa Nakamura, a 
professor in the Department of American Cultures at the University of Michigan, 
says, “People talk about the attention economy — when you deprive someone 
of your attention, you’re depriving them of a livelihood.”

• Look up the highlighted words in your dictionary. 
• Use them in the sentences of your own. 

• Comment on the statement:
 “People talk about the attention economy — when you deprive someone 

of your attention, you’re depriving them of a livelihood.”
• Do you think that Lisa Nakamura is right? 
• Do you think that such attitude to celebrities is fair? 
• Find out what celebrities have been ‘canceled’ recently. Why did it happen?

Watch and listen
https://youtu.be/-erKC_TT9dQ

Answer the following questions

1. Where and why was the “Letter on Justice and Open Debate” published?
2. What is the main idea of the letter?
3. Why did Canadian psychologist Steven Pinker sign the letter?
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4. Comment on the phrase: “The difference of opinion is not harmful 
behavior”.

5. What was the reaction to the fact that Steven Pinker signed the letter?
6. How did journalists and academics ‘lose their mind’?
7. What does Steven Pinker say about free speech and its consequences?

• Read and translate into Russian the “Letter on Justice and Open Debate”

A Letter on Justice and Open Debate

July 7, 2020 

Our cultural institutions are facing a moment of trial. Powerful protests for 
racial and social justice are leading to overdue demands for police reform, 
along with wider calls for greater equality and inclusion across our society, 
not least in higher education, journalism, philanthropy, and the arts. But 
this needed reckoning has also intensified a new set of moral attitudes and 
political commitments that tend to weaken our norms of open debate and 
toleration of differences in favor of ideological conformity. As we applaud the 
first development, we also raise our voices against the second. The forces of 
illiberalism are gaining strength throughout the world and have a powerful ally 
in Donald Trump, who represents a real threat to democracy. But resistance 
must not be allowed to harden into its own brand of dogma or coercion—which 
right-wing demagogues are already exploiting. The democratic inclusion we 
want can be achieved only if we speak out against the intolerant climate that 
has set in on all sides.

The free exchange of information and ideas, the lifeblood of a liberal society, 
is daily becoming more constricted. While we have come to expect this on the 
radical right, censoriousness is also spreading more widely in our culture: an 
intolerance of opposing views, a vogue for public shaming and ostracism, and 
the tendency to dissolve complex policy issues in a blinding moral certainty. We 
uphold the value of robust and even caustic counter-speech from all quarters. 
But it is now all too common to hear calls for swift and severe retribution in 
response to perceived transgressions of speech and thought. More troubling 
still, institutional leaders, in a spirit of panicked damage control, are delivering 
hasty and disproportionate punishments instead of considered reforms. Editors 
are fired for running controversial pieces; books are withdrawn for alleged 
inauthenticity; journalists are barred from writing on certain topics; professors 
are investigated for quoting works of literature in class; a researcher is fired for 
circulating a peer-reviewed academic study; and the heads of organizations are 
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ousted for what are sometimes just clumsy mistakes. Whatever the arguments 
around each particular incident, the result has been to steadily narrow the 
boundaries of what can be said without the threat of reprisal. We are already 
paying the price in greater risk aversion among writers, artists, and journalists 
who fear for their livelihoods if they depart from the consensus, or even lack 
sufficient zeal in agreement.

This stifling atmosphere will ultimately harm the most vital causes of our 
time. The restriction of debate, whether by a repressive government or an 
intolerant society, invariably hurts those who lack power and makes everyone 
less capable of democratic participation. The way to defeat bad ideas is by 
exposure, argument, and persuasion, not by trying to silence or wish them 
away. We refuse any false choice between justice and freedom, which cannot 
exist without each other. As writers we need a culture that leaves us room 
for experimentation, risk taking, and even mistakes. We need to preserve the 
possibility of good-faith disagreement without dire professional consequences. 
If we won’t defend the very thing on which our work depends, we shouldn’t 
expect the public or the state to defend it for us.

• Roleplay the debates between those, who support cancel culture and its 
opponents. 

• Writing

Choose one of the quotes and comment on it. Write 250-300 words

• “When even one American - who has done nothing wrong - is forced by 
fear to shut his mind and close his mouth - then all Americans are in 
peril.” ~ Harry S. Truman

• “Goebbels was in favor of free speech for views he liked. So was Stalin. 
If you’re really in favor of free speech, then you’re in favor of freedom of 
speech for precisely the views you despise. Otherwise, you’re not in favor 
of free speech.” ~ Noam Chomsky

• “I have always been among those who believed that the greatest freedom 
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of speech was the greatest safety, because if a man is a fool, the best 
thing to do is to encourage him to advertise the fact by speaking.” ~ 
Woodrow Wilson

• Comment on the cartoon. 

Looking into the Future

• Render the following text in English 
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В будущее — опираясь на достигнутое

Елена Вартанова доктор филологических наук, профессор, декан 
факультета журналистики МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова, заведующая кафедрой 

теории и экономики СМИ, член-корреспондент РАО

Медиа должны задуматься о том, что ждёт 
их впереди. Разговоров о смерти печатной 
прессы, о торжестве социальных сетей, о 
смене тематик традиционной журналистики, 
о конкуренции профессионалов с 
непрофессионалами в последнее время 
было очень много. В этой полифонии 
сложно выделить направления, которые 
сама медиаиндустрия рассматривает как 
главные. Но о перспективах подумать 
нужно, поэтому попробуем обозначить 
несколько основных тенденций.

Первый очевидный тренд, определяющий развитие медиа, связан с 
запросом аудитории, которая формирует не только тематические, но и 
структурные изменения в медиа. Возрастающая потребность молодых в 
новых формах медийно опосредованного общения влияет на популярность 
социальных сетей. Пенсионеры основное время проводят у телеэкранов. 
Жизненно активная аудитория всё чаще комбинирует разные источники 
в своём медиа-меню. Такая ситуация приводит к очень дробному, 
индивидуализированному медиапотреблению. Это означает, что в 
дальнейшем нишевые СМИ, неэфирные телеканалы, специализированная 
пресса, тематические сайты будут только расширяться и забирать аудиторию 
у традиционных монотематических и мономедийных продуктов.

Вторая тенденция — это столкновение профессионалов и 
непрофессионалов в журналистике. Из этого, как полагают многие 
исследователи, проистекают разные беды: недостоверность информации, 
неграмотность речи, поверхностный анализ событий. Тем не менее новая 
реальность, в которой профессионалы и непрофессионалы определяют 
медиаконтент, вызывает настороженность и индустрии, и профессии, и 
широкой аудитории.

Надо сказать и о третьем тренде: содержание медиа становится, с одной 
стороны, всё более разнообразным, а с другой — всё более неровным. 
Так, в последние годы наблюдается возрождение социальной и научной 
журналистики, что связано с растущим интересом аудитории. Появляется 
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позитивная тенденция: чем больше материалов о науке, тем больше их 
читают. То же самое можно сказать и о теме культуры. Она стала темой 
массовых СМИ (вспомним, например, широкое освещение даже в жёлтой 
прессе очередей на московские выставки или премьеры театральных 
спектаклей), однако такая популяризация смешивает стили и сталкивает 
высокое и низкое. Стремление журналистов к возвращению важных для 
граждан России тем становится позитивным свидетельством расширяющегося 
содержания СМИ, но фрагментарность и неровность медийного пространства 
оказывается напрямую связанной с превышением доли развлекательных 
материалов. Сегодня возможно говорить не только об инфотейнмизации 
или о новом противостоянии новостных и развлекательных медиа, но и о 
геймификации медиа.

И наконец, четвёртая тенденция. Здесь нужно вспомнить, что одним 
из ключевых слов журналистики в последние годы стало слово «фейк», 
и потому мы говорим о появлении всё большего числа недостоверных, 
непроверенных, заказных новостей. В условиях широкого доступа к каналам 
распространения информации фейки начинают затмевать проверенные 
новости, написанные профессиональными журналистами.

Сегодня необходимо, обозначив ключевые проблемные зоны нашей 
профессии, наметить пути их преодоления, сохраняя традиции и развивая 
отечественную журналистику.

• Answer the following questions
1. Which of the mentioned tendencies seems the most important to you?
2. Do you agree with professor Vartanova? Why? Why not?
3. What do you think about the future of journalism and press freedom in 

your country?
4. What will your future job look like in 5 years? In ten (twenty) years?  


